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FOB ANYTHING IN SHEET gUUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS, OB' -MSS0AI MERCHANDISE, SEND 
TO THE PUBLISHER OF “THE ETUDE.” 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., JUNE, 1892 
■Mr. J ohn Towers lias’established aschool of vocal De 'Pachmann gives a series of concerts in England 
music in Mew York. 1 He also gives a part of each week and cm the Continent next season. 
a ’ e ^ >ns ' atory- '• staff, iferd . nets opera, ,s to be bro‘ r.'.! out at 
American Composers’ Choral .Association gave a La Seals, of Milan, next February. 
|o?eart of original works At Cfcickering Hal! last month, Mbb> Flotow will 800*. puhliah & biQgmphj of ier ' 
,t<11teen composers.were represented. husband, the composer of “ Martha.” " 
, • Th Ame™?n ff Jofrnal celebrat?d ite thirtieth «. lK Autumn?» by Grieg) a Qew conCert overture, has 
oirtdhBy and the feitoer Anmversarj ot rts editor, * m mefc wUh soeeeajJ at|t8 firi’perf0rmanee. 
M. Ahoms, m its issue oi Apri 16th. 
_ itt ~ tt ' ‘a , , 1 , - A iicnuhent to-Mozart1 is to he erected'’in Vienna 
vl“; '£zssr$& •‘r*■*» **• -*«* h-*»*-. 
.’s Columbian Fair next October. ■ A Menjdelssohn monument in bronze hj the artist, 
Werner Stein, is soon to be erected in Leipsic. 
Rosenthal has been engaged for a series of fifty con¬ 
certs to be given In European cities next season., . , 
Rubinstein’s mother died at the' advanced age 
eighty four. She was a lative of Prussian Silesia. 
Rossini’s letters are to be publi h by the Italian 
Government. It promises to be a bool 
The Conserve Stuttgart has received the 
valuable musical library of King Charles of Wurtem- 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., JUNE, 1892, 
& Efsisstfaly Publication for the Teachers and Studeats of 
Music. 
Subscription Rates $1.50 per year (payable in advance). ■ 
iingl Oopy, 16 cents 
Wc ;d I 
Franz Rummel has giv , series of. histoi ical acital 
in Mew York, comprising one hundred and ten composi- 
ti is f m the works of all limes, f \ Byrd to Brahms. 
Mss. Patti gave a grat l festival pa May 10th, 12th 
and 14Lh at the Mad' on Square Gar ; n, assisted by a 
cht. i of oue thousand v and au; chestra of one 
hundred. 
Che Handel and Haydn Society, f Boston, gave its 
eighty-fifth performance of Handel’s Messiah on the one - 
hundred.ani fiftieth ann rersarj of ts fii * production, berS« 
at Dublin April 1 1th The Mozarteum t Salzburg has rec ntly been pre- 
The Manuscript Society of Philadelphia has been ea- that ^ 4° M°Zarfc % Maria 
tablished in the interests of American composers. Non- ' ■ "v< “ • 
resident composers can obtain membership by address- A portrait of Franz Schubert has been recently dis¬ 
ing P. JEL Goepp, 106 South Fifteenth Street, Philadel- covered in a shop of Vienna. It is known, to be genuine 
t kin. ' nd is said to be s pecially i itereating. 
School music was favorably legislated upon in the The Vienna Dramatic and Musical Exposition has 
New York Legislature. The law requires music to be invited the following composers to conduct works of 
taught in the schools of all large towns, the normal their own at the concerts of the exposition: Brahms, 
schools, and teachers’ institutes, and provides for music Bruch, Bruckner, Billow, Cowen,,Dvorak, Fuchs, Goid- 
leaching in the smaller towns. mark, Grieg, Levi, Mascagni, Massenet, Motti, Rubin- 
“ The Organ ” - monthly journal just established stein Sain.-Sabns, Schuch, Svendsen, Sullivan, Tnehai- 
at Boston. Public., xi by Everett E. Truette, 149 A, I0Wskl a7erdl- ... 
Tremont Street. Price 02 09 a year. Its articles are _ . „ _ ., , ______ 
ail in the interests of the king of instruments. It con- MANUSCRIPT MUSI0 SOCIETY Ox PHILA- 
tains eight if orgj n music e ich issue. I)ELPHIA. 
foreign. The Manuscript Music Society of Philadelphia has 
been founded for the purpose ofencouragingahdstim- 
Paris proposes to erect a monument to Henry Litolff. ulating the composition of music of the highest class in 
Marohetti has finished his opera, “Beltermo del Dor- every apartment of the art, by bringing ; together m- 
n0'K>> posers, performers and listeners who are alike interested 
n , .I , r .. i • , . , ■, in raising the standard of musical productions 
1 .Brubs ELS hoids the JnternatHmal smgmg contest July The difficulty of obtaining a hearing in many cases 
iith loth. . acts as a deterrent to composers of ability, both profes*. 
Essipoff has given concerts in Paris with her usual sional and amateur, and it is hoped that the'Society will 
great success. be the means of .bringing to light many , works which; 
,, ^ , . , otherwise might be lost to the world. 
» Marie Krebs gave a .concert m Dresden at which xt is 80nght to carry out the objects 6f the Sbdety ^i 
Rubinstein assisted. the threefold opportunities provided: mutual criticism 
Mme. Patti gives a series of concerts in England be-: of composers, performance by artists and the encourage* 
ginning October 10th, ° - '■ ment of an aucsience of intelligent amateurs. 
t j' m • . , „ i . . u , iA n „ The performances will be so managed as to give t 
The, Leeds Triennial Festival is to be held October ^ng^o the work of every member. At three BBsfe- 
6th, 6tb^jthfand 8th. ings in the year, a special programme will be prepared, 
Edward Grieg was honored with a fete at his native selected from the moBt meritorious of the pompositioufi 
town in Bergen, Norway. . . , offered, and when the funds of the 8ociety warrai 
; HThe Opera Comiqhe of Paris is to be rebuilt at a cost forth^^pSticulare, as well as applica- 
of a,bout one million doitars. tions, for membership in any class, nay be:AirectAd::tQ 
A programme of American cocanositions was^^recentlv Philin H. Goepp, Secretary, Mattiu8dnpt;MasidS^^^^K 
M, T. % PROGRAMME EDITORIAL ROTES, 
WHY SHOULD a TEACHER ATTEND THE ASSOCIATIONS, the world comes from not thinking. What have people 
Because he will find new specialties called to mind got ^cad-pieces on their shoulders for, except to think 
which he can cultivate and then teach to the benefit of about things?’' Such pupils play at the accent exer- 
his pupils and the increase of his revenue. He will learn ®«»s but leave the accents out; they leave the piece at 
new and greatly improved methods of teaching technic borne that you especially desired them to lean*.; by the 
and interpretation. His thonghtr will be turned into w*y, * » remarkable how they “forget” the very 
new and profitable channels which will lead him out tW°g. P«ce or exercise, that they have neglected to 
of the old ruts and rusty ways. He will gain a strong '«»«• But this -kind of pupils never do anything 
impetus for self-improvement. His thoughts about thoroughly we l except shirking and neglectmg duty ; 
music and teaching will he put on a higher plane, and do^a Thing, at aU, it is s^rcej W done. It 
the new ideas he gets will enable him to experiment Wl11 be well for t^e teacher that as mflt^d with such 
and study out new ways for himself; much to the better- P«Pi1b place before them the following verse by 
mentof his methods and the advantage of his pupils. James Russell Lowell 
He will learn how little he knows of some branches of “Eoika thet worked thorough was. the ones thet thrive, 
his aft, and how much more others know on these bad fo"™ ** “ ***** u™’ 
points than he does. He can there see and learn how It,8 0„era aakln, t0 ^ done agin. 
to use the new mechanical helps for shortening the > God hates your sneakin' creturs thet believe 
acquisition of technic and improving the flexibility of He'll settle things they run away and leave." 
the hands. He can hear the finest instruments of the would be well if the teacher could convince such 
best makers, and so have a model for selecting instru- heedless pupils- that the people who make a failure oi 
meats for his friends, pupils, and patrons. He hears jjfe were in youth just what they are now, more 
the best artists, and from them gets new ideas and n0fe(j for excuses and forgetting than for work well 
improved models, which he can work his own playing t|0ue? and they are the drones and encumbrances oi 
and that of his pupils up to. He will learn the impor- 80cje^y now because they never overcame their laziness, 
tance of good teaching, and of what it really consists. They should know that any one road always leads tc 
He will be drawn out of his egotistical self, and see the same destination. 
the necessity of cultivating the feelings of fraternity, -- 
sweetness, and light. He will learn the value of con- SIGHT HEADING, 
certed action with other members of his profession, Evert pupil should give attention daily to sight read, 
that in union there is strength. He will lose some of Jug. Its importance is too often overlooked. Th< 
his asperity of manner that has grown upon him albums of selected music from the best sources, in thf 
bcanse of the misrepresentations of competitors, and catalogues of our publishers of the present day; furnisl 
become dignified enough to give up personal canvass superior material for sight reading, either in solo o: 
for pupils, and so gain his own self-respect, as well as,| four-hands work;One of the-neglected things in sigh 
musician 
.Indianapolis. 
.Boston. 
.Cleveland. 
.Chicago. 
.Cincinnati. 
.Syracuse. 
.Syracuse. 
being considered a dignified by his fellow 
townsmen. 
His patrons will have A greatly increased faith in 
him, and give him more and better pupils, and 
pupils who will take lessons, longer of .him, because 
th< 7 kn h n t tea j < gre si - teacher Fit re are 
man other gains ha are indes ribable, yet nor th< 
less tanf *1. g ns t it result in Ms g ring fc of 
his old narrow self into a newer, better, and broader 
musician. From the programmes played he learns oi 
new and superior pieces for his own study arid for use 
in teaching He also gains a list of music in this line 
from conversation with other teachers, comparing, 
giving, and.-hearing dv riptions of iperior compc 
sitions. He hears the papers and discussions, and from 
them gains much of practical interest and value to 
himself and for his pupils. He takes an active part 
in the discussions and debates and learns the valuable 
art of speaking his thoughts while “ on his feet.” 
Hg forms many pleasin \ and valuable friendships 
among musicians which often lead to a greater better¬ 
ment of one’s musical prospects. He learns to rely 
upon his knowledge, because he has proved it by the 
statements of other musicians who stand high in 
authority before the musical world. He gets a firm faith 
in his own proven ideas and convictions upon musical 
matters. He gets a much higher opinion of the music 
profession and of the standing of its members. Not 
the least that he gets in return for his investment of the 
small membership fee is the valuable literature of the 
Association. He gets a delightful festival holiday 
excursion. Lastly, all of this makes him a far better 
musician, and fits him for a higher position,-that his 
« leal i iend will soon find h r lin ai so enabl « 
him to do a quality of work that will command higher 
prices arid more pupils. 
P. S.—Much of the above is true of an attendance 
at and study in some good summer mnsic school. 
The managers and trustees of many of the public 
libraries of onr conntry are waking up to the need of 
musical works for the benefit of their patrons. Why 
not call the attention of the anthorities of your own 
public library to this subject ? 
We know of several progressive teachers who loan 
books on musical: subjects to the members of their class 
at a small fee, the proceeds going to increase the num¬ 
ber of books, thus making the pupils, in part, the 
owners of the library. In some instances the teacher’s 
patrons s bscribt a suffii ent amount to no t1 < the lur¬ 
ch ases of the first lot of books. This course is particu- 
larly desirable in schools. 
Evert teacher should keep his accounts in a system¬ 
atic order, having them so he can, at any time, give the 
details of a term or part of a term in a. correct manner, 
showing the number of lessons given and the date that 
■ •» '..-t-;.. tv taken, tl tnfisic and a isi books fur- 
nished, with title of each and dates npon which they 
were given. Furthermore, he should keep a correct 
account of his dealings with his mnsic publisher, having 
a record of what was ordered and received, with the 
dates, the atnourit due, music returned, and when and 
in money was sent i pay foi th< music jrde ed 
Finally, keep a record of all the good teaching pieces 
you can learn about. 
There is an increasing number of correspondents 
who report that they are now conducting a musical 
item column in their local papers. This is a rich field 
that our readers should cultivate. The higher the 
general intelligence in musical matters, the better for 
the cause as well as for our teachers.- 
Milwaukee. 
Friday Afternoon Set Hon. 
2.00 p.m.—Organ solo....'....H.-G. Archer, Pittsburgh. 
2.15 p.m.—American compositions by Alice Andrus, soprano^Detrplir""’ 
Sonata, piano and violin.....'..B. 0. Klein,New York. 
Songs. V T 
Spring quartet.H. W. Parker, New York. 
Songs. „ 
Piano trio.....:.....BE. H. Hubs, New York. 
4.00 p.m.—Recital..............Mr. Wm. H. Sberwood, pianist, Chicago. 
Mr. Chas. Abercrombe, tenor, Rochester. 
5.30 p.m.—Business and committee reports. 
Friday Evening Concert. 
Miss CeiiaGaul, pianist...........Baltimore . 
Mr. Bicknelf Young, baritone. ... .....................—.........V.Cbicago 
Miss Belle Corry, soprano...h..-—-Dresden 
Mr. N. J. Corrj , organist. 
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TWO YIEVi OP THE MUSIO TE OHING I iO- fo itted by nature Answer.— r. Ooc for goo 
FESSION. -- r edut ;icm. One can be suce a d inizer. .? andoubtedly 
• all ■ artmer at u . to t le exte be more generally appreciated, for the world ha s grown 
BY a j. Goodrich and james m. TRACY. only one io followed. . more intelligent, and the power and scope of musical i 
' Ques> l you consider is ,ry e been 
[This article is - the editor.]1 er P< he ability to drill a c oral 8 ciety or century and d Haydn were treated 
le an i ihestra? like menials; Beeth* a consideration; 
Question 1.—Does t>r ession f music hold drich.—Many excellent musicians Liszt was sa - with hon d liv i like a prince, 
nducemeni for you iter it a >f cc uducting c on chestral ieties, Or ms ai Ion ielieved by eh *chi i 
k? for t ae posit require Bpecial gifts. 1 to be “imple i vil,” and self-respecting 
ioron h- rector must, i ad und ip, n isicians are ' freely i mitt;, to the ring i 
ly grounded, yes. But there is one disadvantage. Too understand the whole field of vocal music, possess a of our most intellectual society. None but snobs now 
many young men choose mm> of the arts er professions sensitive ear, quick perception, perfect self-control, and repeat the old foible, “he is only a musician.” As long 
agi 8 rot bornj kno\ 1 Ige of hui . nature. Let h to once i as a asmuBicwas considered a mere j istime and entertain- 
that these vocations are more honorable. Both premises mistake uncorrected, offer reproof ungraciously, or fail ment, musicians were relegated to back seats. When 
are to a certain extent wrong. The history of our to awaken and maintain the enthusiasm of the chorus, the world began to realise that Beethoven spoke not 
successful artists, lawyers, doctors, and musicians shows an(j his ship is wrecked. The duties of-the orchestral idly in saying “Music is a higher revelation than all 
a degree of labor and patience which no tradesman would, director are still more exacting. their wisdom and philosophy,” then the tide was turned 
endure. In fact, rib trade is-so arduous and exacting as This need not. deter , the young musician from attempt- and oar acknowledgment was, assured. , ', • ■ 1 
the professions of law, medicine, or music. As to the fag to drill a chorus or. lead an amateur orchestra, Whether the ranks of the profession will in the future 
honor of belonging to these professions, that depends upon provided he has a general knowledge of the one or the be more, or less, overcrowded is difficult to predeter- 
whether lie practitioner does.,honor to the-cause he other, and.possesses a quick and accurate ear. -With mine. But since tfce&rt Is becoming more complex it 
serves. I would rather he a skilled mechanic, than a these eqnipmcnts he can accomplish good results, and is reasonable to presume that the mnsical jugglers 
pettifogger, and it i more lonorable to perform any kind may even tally becon a recognized leader. drill b d terred fr< n it ring the s inks of an army 
of manual labor than to practice quackery.- If the young - Answer.—ilfr. Tracy.—No, because that ability is poB- pledged to active combat and requiring thorough 
musician is well equipped, follows the lines of profeB- gessed by but few; it is a special gift. No matter how equipment for the fray. 
sional and moral duty, and understands business princi- we[] educated a musician may be in all that pertains to Answer.—Mr. Tracy.—In the light of the past 
pies, he will succeed. the science, if he has nqt the urbanity of manner, if he has generation, would emphatically answer, yes 1 Looking 
Answer.—Mr. Janies M. Tracy. Yes, provided they not a perfectly cool head, if he does not possess to a back twenty-five years, we find there were comparatively 
possess large musical talent, have been thoroughly well marked degree, tact, and a keen sense of rhythmic form, very few well educated American musicians or teachers, 
educated for the difficult, exacting duties which are he cannot become a good conductor. Notwithstanding, At that time, there were indeed very few really first-class 
demanded of all conscientieus, professional musicians, all good musicians should’possess .this knowledge. facilities for obtaining & good musical education-here. 
> G t d 
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and possess natural, as well as acquired fitness for hold- Question 6.—What qualifications are necessary to and it followed, if any one desired one, it was necessary 
ing an honorable position in its ranks. insure success in the musical profession? to go abroad for it. It -Is true, there.were some good 
Question 2.—Which is the more promising field for Answer.;—Mr. Goodrich.—The composer, performer, teachers, both American and foreign born, and a 
success, teaching.or concert playing? singer, teacher, and the critic each require different number of so-called conservatories where music in all 
Answer.—Mr. Goodrich.—Generally the former, qualifications in addition to acquired abilities. Natural its branches was supposed to be taught, though the 
though they are nearly always combined. The price adaptability is the most important. The biographies of results will hardly bear out the advertised ulaims. 
recently offered to Bubinstein (about $2000 for each nearly all our great musicians reveal one trait in The few good teachers could do but little toward 
concert) is unprecedented; but it shows that there is a common, and a most beautiful adornment to human educating the mass of students, while the conservatories 
real dei ai 1 for gi _*'r, { • formancet Our succ ssfnl charac er: amiability. Ho lan sympi thy, gentleUe s possessed ’em good teacEc fs and r o gra led sj jf ai of 
teachers earn a very respectable income, and the majority and generosity shine out from those biographical pages instruction. Of course, with the vast hordes flock- 
have found that teaching is more certain in its remuner- upon the world’s selfishness and cruelty, like beacon fag to the conservatories, drawn thither by prolific 
ative results than concert playing. lights to the storm-tossed mariner. Allegri,- A. Scar- advertising puffery, with the little instruction given 
AnswebUt-Mr. Tracy.—Teaching, decidedly, unless latti, Corelli, Bach, Gluck, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, them, few, if any, good results materialized. However, 
one possess the talent and genius of a Paderewski or Schubert, Schumann, Chopin, Mendelssohn, and Liszt a8 our people become more enlightened, better edocated, 
Pachmann. So far, Americans have not been successful possessed these rare qualities in a high degree, as their an(j more fully qualified to judge of matters musical, as 
as concert pianists, though we have produced some very music attests. Intuitive perception, poetic fancy, power fagy certainly must through artistic concerts, lectures 
able performers. Gottschalk is the only snccessfnl of concentration and artistic philosophy are to be an(] fae press, they will value more highly the impor- 
American concert, pianist, and it is really somewhat included among the higher qualifications. tance of the best instruction, and naturally will employ 
doubtful if he could be called au American. Answer.—Mr. Tracy.—Difficult to answer, becanse only the better class of instructors. There will be a 
There are many fine local pianists, but they would what might lead to success in one case would prove constant increase of good and bad in the profession, 
starve if dependent on what they earned by giving disastrous in another. It is not always education and which will always result from any business where money 
concerts. The only way for them to live is to connect talent that commands success; it is often reached holds out an inducement, and undoubtedly, the bad 
themselves to some piano firm, otherwise they would through a complication of circumstances.. Good tact is will greatly preponderate, as in other professions offering 
never be heard of. more apt to lead to success than education or talent; jfae reward. 
Question 8.—Should a music teacher be an expert but a few society friends can do more for one than all ” 
instructor (n more than one subject, as piano and violin, else combined. There is no sure way of success to be drap1ng the Piano.—The fashion of turning a piano 
piano and organ, etc. Of course he is to be well pointed out, except to secure these society friends. wjfa faj back to the room is both in the interest of 
schooled in mnsical theory. 1 • Question 6.—What natural endowments of mind and musicians and those who are anxious to obtain a novel 
Answer.—Mr. Goodrich.—It is not necessary-to be "temperament, aside from musical talent, are desirable feature in the decoration of the room. Phor to this 
t t t ti , t   i ed,  f  ll  i t l  
a  
Draping the Piano. The fashion of turning a piano 
ith its sic t t r i t i t  i t r t  
n   m a
fentnrA In the decoration 3 the r om Prior to this 
,-Mr odrich.^  /tempera n Mar  
an “expert instructor”.in more than one department, for a professional musician ? _ over the top was admissible; with* perhaps, an additional 
but it is necessary to have a general knowledge of Answer.—-Mr. Goodrich. ^Impressibility, courteous- bit of bric-a-brac to relieve the set squareness of the 
singing and the more important instruments; A good ness, affability, powers of analysis, literary taste, and upright pianbi A desire for increased volume of sound 
general mnsician would find it desirable in a small city adaptability,- (See the ^article on “Words,” by Mr. 
to instruct pupils in various branches, but it is doubtful Tapper, in the January Etude.) The scarf over the top still remains, but covering the 
if he could be considered an expert in each. In the Answer.—ifr. Tracy.—No person ought to attempt Ugly back is a graceful drapery reaching to the floor, and 
cities pupils are naturally attracted toward teachers who to teach music unless well educated in all the English festooned as fancy dictates. One that has to be 
make a speciality of some particular department. How- branches taught in our high schools. be appreciated js^^e ronrpne o t e ^ian 
ever, a .knowledge of different instruments is a great aid : It is also desirable, though not absolutely necessary, ^fae'eround^with pale yellow and bronze intern 
to the piano teacher in order to illustrate the effect of a to have some .knowledge of Latin and German. The cboseU, you will be astonished at the richnes 
pizzicato, a trumpet call; an organ tone,-and so on.' A -time -has’ passed when illiterate- persons can secure effect; for the Bilky sheen of the blanket rem 
knowledge of harmony is always pxesupposed. patronage or influence in mnsical matters. Of course, dimmed,_as it is apt ^^come ^n^qss^ va 
Answer.—Mr, Tracy,—Not necessarily. We can like all other professions, charlatans will creep into the tlfe edges^ and it iB as well to line it, th 
have specialists in music just as well as tkey can in vUfi^8, bnt they are fewer than formerly, and Occupy the '^1^’ :tte; mc>te'..ex3pe^g 
other professions; bnt to have a general knowledge of very back seats. I or silk mixture damask, to match the other han 
all, these departments1 is very desirable, in addition to Question 7.—Will the coming generation be better the room, are employe 
th. apecial department. rW, trithoM thi. general f6r good n.nMein»s? Will the, be -ere general, igWSSgS 
knowledge,' we cannot see how a person can be classed appreciated and employed, or will the profession be baekoTOund for a palm or handsome lamp^lbq 
as a competent musxciaUL We believe; in a thorough more overcrowded than now? Please give grounds for 
mm ■ 
- ■ ; 
HINTS TO PARENTS, TEAOHE318 AND PUPILS. torealis ■ hop , who at < ier insurpri , “But” aa, “my 
_____ play one piece artistically, no matter how much they eacher Bays I muBt play it alow, like thiB,”— thump- - 
practice, and especially, are unable to play their beat thump—thump. “ Well I played it aa slow as that when 
fore W. . secret of I b Flor ice, 11 but I } ictice with a 
.5 failures? nome and work up t right tei po.” “What! 
ly by giving a fable as illustrat l orr ticky things,” cried Emma ; every- 
gay young horse was taken by his master to the saw-mill thing was “ horrid ” with Emma. 11 Yes ” replied 
It cannot have escaped the observation of reflecting every morning and put Into a sort of cage, where he Florence, “I begin very slowly indeed, and work up to 
persons, that in proportion to the innumerable students was compelled to keep stepping all day long. When a very rapid tempo in a week or two.” “ But,” asked 
of the piano, and almost equal number of teachers, good, night came he was more weary than if he had traveled Mrs. Evans, “do you not have to play it a great many 
bad and indifferent, there are comparatively few piano fifty miles, and yet he had not advanced an inch from times, to do that?” “ Aboutten times every day for the 
players, that is, comparatively.few of those who study the the place where he started in the morning. After a easy parts, andl twenty times for the hard parts,” an- 
piano, who can play acceptably before others. year of this work the poor creature became so dejected swered Florence! “ Ten or twenty times every day! ” 
Parents pay out large sums of money to teachers, in that he went listlessly to his daily toil, hanging his head exclaimed Mrs. Evans, “ I should think the. people in 
the hope, that their children may gratify them and give and dozing about half the time. One day a gentleman your house would get terribly nervous hearing the same 
pleasure to their friends by their music: but when Julia, passing by noticed the poor horse, and thinking he had thing every day.” “ Not at all,” said Florence “ for I do 
or Susie, or Willie, or Charlie is asked to play, the re- something good in him, offered a good price for him and most of my study on a Virgil Practice Clavier.” “What! 
suit is sometimes quite embarrassing. so secured him. He was sent to the gentleman’s coun- one of those things that make no sound I I don’t believe 
Why is it that these numerous students of.the piano do try-seat that night, and the next morning was harnessed in those ” Baid Mrs. Evans. “ That’s what most people 
not succeed in becoming players ? Why do the many with another horse to a' buggy, and the gentleman set say until they have investigated it,” returned Florence, 
aspiring beginners so soon lose their enthusiasm and be- out for a drive. The poor young horse started off with quoting a remark she had often heard her mother make, 
come discouraged ? Why are there, so many beginners his head hanging down and his eyes closed as usual, “ Now here ” said Emma, interrupting again, “what do 
in the race and so few at the goal? If you ask the dis- when his companion nudged his shoulder and said, you think of this exercise?” and turning to the nine- 
couraged ones what the stumbling block was, the answer “What is the matter with you, are you asleep; why teenth study in the same book, she continued “no one 
will be^—the exercises. don’t you look and see where we are going?” “Why could make that beautiful, for it is nothing but turn— 
We have all had our experiences—teachers, pupils, are we going any where ? ” dreamily asked the.despon- turn—turn—turn, with the little finger all the time.” 
Parents complain that it is so difficult to get their chil- dent animal. “To be sure we are, we are going to the “ Why Emma, that’s my most favorite study,” cried Flor- 
dren to practice. Teachers complain that the pupils Metropolis,” replied the other. “ To the Metropolis ? ” ence, forgetting her grammar in her enthusiasm; “let me 
do not practice enough and are not interested in their asked the now thoroughly awakened horse, in surprise, play it for you.” She began it very pianissimo, shading 
lessons. The pupils themselves complain of the exer- “ and do you think we shall ever get there.” “We it most beautifully, swelling to a fortissimo, and dying 
cises, which they stigmatize as dry, dull, dismal, dreary certainly shall ” was the answer “for master goeB there away and ending with a sigh. Mrs. Evans was visibly 
and disagreeable. every morning, and this is the direct road.” Upon affected and remarked, “ Oh Florence, I don’t see how 
Now who ever heard parents complain that it was which the former listless and despairing beast became all you make those things sound so differently from 
difficult to get their children^to frolic and amuse them- life and animation, and applied himself -to his toil with Emma: that sonnded just like an ^lolian harp I once 
selves? Who ever heard of teachers complaining that such enthusiastic energy that his companion found it heard.” 
their pupils did not play enough and were not interested difficult to keep pace with him. Florence shortly after took her leave and left Mrs. 
in the games of childhood and youth? And who ever Many students of the piano are like this poor horse; Evans wondering why it was that other people’s children 
heard children say they did not like fun, but would pre- they labor and practice and are no further advanced at were so much more clever than hers, 
fer to wash dishes or chop wood ? the end of their toil. My experience has shown me that 
Why do not parents and teachers take advantage of pupils must find their work interesting and see themselves 
this peculiarity of youth, and try to make work and study progressing thereby. It is necessary to have a definite 
interesting, and thus make play of work ? aim for all study: that this aim or object should be in 
Here are the two methods exemplified : Jack lived on a view, even if distant, and that the pupil should see him- by o. H; jarvis; 
farm adjoining the farm of Sam’s father. At the begin- self progressing toward it.‘One could work with courage — ■ .... 
ning of the summer vacation, Jack’s father told him he if he knew.he were on the direct road to the goal, with. There is no doubt in iny mind that to-day there is a 
must pick: up the stones in the ten-acre lot and dump the hope of reaching it in time. great dearth of good, new piano music. Our present 
them into the swamp at the foot of the hill. Jack hated Many listless and despondent pupils are reproached writ,er8 Beem t0mJoid.a11. th1e,.li.ne8 lai<* down ,their 
work and would steal off whenever he had a chance, and for their want of patience and lack of interest in their RubfoBtein^TschalkJSy^ xlvif^sSmenka^^nd 
come home to get a thrashing from his father. Sam’s studies, whereas in most cases it is the teacher who Morzkowski, in their compositions for the piano, do not 
father took a different course to get his lot cleared : he should be blamed, if he cannot interest his pupils and 
said to Sam one day, “ Don’t you think it would be nice does not know how to direct their studies so that their 
to bniid a stone fort, so you could play you were defend- progress is visible to themselves. 
rag yourself from Indians? ” Sam thought it would be But where there are disobedient or irreverent pupils, It 
a grand idea and ae would get the other boys to help, iagenerally the fault of the parents, who-do not command 
Sam’s father said be would tell them where to get the the respect of their children, or who do not iipholdthe 
stones, and how to build the fortifications; so Sam got teacher by insisting on obedience to his or her rules, 
all the boys within miles, and they soon cleared a twelve- - Emma Evans was* the little girl who would not prac- 
acre lot of rocks' and stones. The story went round tiee" her pages sir. times a day. Onfe afternoon Emma 
that Jack’s father made him work like a dog, while came rushing home from her music lesson, and bursting 
Sars s father let him play all day. into the parlor where her mother sat sewing, cried out, 
The poor children! What perverted ideas they have “Oh mother, my music teacher has given me the most 
about their teachers. Listen to yonder group of girls— horrid exercise yea ever heard; need I practice it?” 
Ada, Bella, Emma and Florence—discussing their music “ No dear; of course not, if you don’t like it, replied her 
teachers. Says Ada, “ I think music teachers are de- mother. Just then Florence Fairchild was ushered into 
testable.” Says Emma, “ I can’t think what they were the parlor, and after the usual greetings, Mrs. Evans 
made^for.” “ Why to torment ns, like mosquitoes,” asked Florence to play a piece on the piano, and Flor- 
snappishiy replies Bella. “ What do yon think my ence said, “ I should be very happy to, Mrs. Evans, but 
teacher toldine yesterday,” cries Emma: “ she said I I haven’t memorized any pieces yet ; if you like, how- 
u!U8t practice each page in my piece six times every day: ever,” she continued, “ I will play a little study that I 
what do you think of that? ” “ Well I wouldn’t do it,” have just learned.” So seating herself at the piano, she 
says Bella. “I don’t ” replies Emma. Florence here played the sixth study in Bertini, op. 100. .She played it 
interrupts the discussion with a gentle remark: “M'y well, up to tempo and so delicately and clearly that 
teacher saya you must play each passage ten times and' Mrs. Evans was charmed, and remarked'that it muBt be 
sometimes twenty times consecutively, and the more you “ The Butterfly’s Dance,” but Florence said it was only 
piay it the easier it becomes and the more youget inter- a study. “ Well, ” said Mrs. Evans, “I wish Emma’s 
ested iti it; ’ whereupon the other girls set up a chopaS"'teacher would give her such pretty things to learn— 
Florence, what an idiot! to let yourself be imposed “But,” rudely interrupted Emma, “ she gives me such' 
upon.by a frowsy old music teacher.”^ horrid things;—I won’t practice them : now just see 
It is true there are many ambitiousr students who do what she gave me to-day,’’ and she opened, the book and 
EXTRACTS FROM AST ILLUSTRATED MUSICAL LECTURE 
ENTITLED irTHE DELIGHTS OF STUDY,” 
BY MADAME A. FUPIN. 
A CHANGE IN STYLE 
consider whether what they write lays well to the fingers 
or not. Very few of Bubinstein’s compositions are 
adapted to the ordinary hand, on account of the wide¬ 
spread extensions they contain; the same may be said of 
Brahms. One seldom meets with a scale or arpeggio 
passage in any of these writers. Similar want of 
adaptation can be applied generally to modern vocal 
and string compositions—in fact, composers generally 
have appeared anxious only to express their thoughts, 
without any special regard for the instrument for which 
they write. I think this is due to the influence of Schu¬ 
mann and Wagner. 
The poetic beauty and fancy of Schumann’s writings, 
especially for the piano, is beyond question. HiB com¬ 
positions, from Op. 1 to Op. 82, testify the preference he 
had for that instrument; at the same time it cannot 
* utbfulh b< sai} that Sol > ann ? ote 'rp for the 
piai H Art cree lied him to Ba -is-, » *< • 
without regard to the form and medium of expression-; 
in this he differed very much from his great contempor¬ 
ary, Mendelssohn, who always expressed himself in the 
m *« p listed and ar' sii manner and although not 
posse aed of Scbur inn forceful i ri >„ i, 
complete and many-sided musical education made him 
master of the formB of expression upon every instru¬ 
ment. It has been the fushion of late years to extol 
Schi - aann at the expense of Mendelssohn, but I think 
unjuBtly, as Mendelssohn has been the. means ms' -- -.rj 
citating the yyorks_x>f John t Sebastian Bach, -in 
respects the greatest of all musicians; _ and ha has 
also succeeded in building up a highly origins; n 
com ition (I allude to the “ Elfen ” Mugie), which 
undoubte ly has its inspiration from Bach, but. under 
thejexquisite master of Mendelssohn has developed 
Jrely new creation. In this form of writing 
re certa ly has surpassed 1 his imitators, and they 
e bee ire in the whole range of 
. piano riinsic since his time, to equal his well-worn 
i. -Why that bw dive just “ R Capviceioso” Op. 14? And how difficult it is 
Emma and her mother loi to iay ii .ho; . ' -shed and artistic manner. 
OLASSIO VERSUS MODERN COMPOSERS POR 
THE PIANOFORTE. 
BTi EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
I recently read an article in a back number of the 
Etude, deploring the predominance of modern com¬ 
posers on the recital programme of the pianist of to-day, 
and crying “ Let us have more Bach, more Beethoven, 
more Handel and Haydn, more of the sternly classic 
writers, and less of the romantic school of onr own 
century.” 
While I fully agree with its author that there is a 
tendency shown in the making up of the majority of 
concert and recital programmes, to favor the modern 
composers, to the partial neglect of Handel, Bach, and 
even Beethoven, I am far from lamenting this tendency, 
and regard it as an indication of advance, rather than 
degeneracy. 
Although I gladly allow to the so-called classicists in 
composition,—to Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart and 
Beethoven,—an amount of musical genius and a fervor 
of inspiration equal to that displayed by any of our 
modern tone-masters, it has never seemed to me, that, 
in considering the special instrument under discussion, 
the pianoforte, the works of the older masters would 
bear a fair comparison, divested of all traditions, with 
those of onr own century. And that for two reasons, 
both, I think, valid and weighty: Firstly, the vast 
inferiority in quality and resources of the instrument 
for which they wrote; and Secondly, the direction of 
th ii chi ' i »r>'/ i and energ i into thei ■'»» • tel- 
* -i , f • >, ly this te to tl first n a 3 on th 3 list t5 
the lassicists eba tian Bacl i It from me to 
deny that B eh ras as great ihd original a genius as | 
Chopin. I simply maintain that the productions of his 
genihafoi he pianoforte do not deserve t( rank ,i<- 
% • those of tl 0 modert com h s< ra, ft tl«- wa good 
reasons Btated above. Many of Bach’s efforts, and in 
my opinion his best efforts, were for organ and voices ; 
while the instrument which did duty as piano in his day 
was not one which would inspire, or even admit of soda 
treatment as the modern grand piano received'At the 
hands of Chopin; who, moreover, concentrated the 
whole foree of his genius upon this one line of activity. 
Bach was, by avowed preference, hn organist. That 
instrument was a much snperjof one in his day to the 
piano, having acquired substantially its present form in 
the Fifteenth Century ;/and it has always seemed to me 
that be reserved fori the piano only snch musical ideas 
as were too feeble, too trivial, or by their nature other¬ 
wise unfitted for the broader, fuller development of 
orgapor chords works. 
/'Nearly all the improvements in the pianoforte, which 
have developed it into the instrument we know to-day, 
were made in the early part of onr own century, with 
few essential alterations since, despite the many vaunted 
pat nts; ,t« when "3 consider > ore’s facile and 
significant >peration v ft the ra c ims ances of rti- 
fieial ■ . / 3 maj find i subtle connection i tween this 
perfect! 1 t ' the piai a -rte id the udden nprisin < 
the bevy of great pianists which became known to the 
world at that time, chief among whom were Liszt, 
Chopin, Mendelssohn, Hiller and Tausig. The piano, 
properly speaking, was in Bach’s day unknown, the 
Bpinnet and harpsichord being its only substitutes ; and 
when we see specimens of these instruments to-day, we 
cannot wonder if Bach considered them unworthy his 
loftiest efforts, and must do double homage to the 
genius of the; man, that his piano works sustain them¬ 
selves at all. There is a record that in 174? Frederick 
the Great purchased of Silbermann, the first piano 
maker of note in Germany, his entire extensive stock, 
consisting of fifteen instruments, all square in form, 
and in compass ranging from four and a half to five, 
octaves. These instruments were' endorsed by Hajrdb, 
Gluck, and other leading composers of the day ; but as 
Bach died in 1780, but three years afterward, it is 
doubtful if he ever fingered one of them, and certain 
that the instruments which he played and for which he 
wrote, were inferior still to these. A piano made spe¬ 
cially for Glnck, in 1772 (notice that Bach at this.time less degree, for, although his early instruction, perform- 
bad been twenty-two years Is. his grave), is described as ances, and compositions, were upon the . harpsichord, 
“four and a half feet long, by two broad, with sounding he was familiar, in tils latter clays, with the real piano- 
board at one end only, and strings mere threads.” Is it forte; and though playing both organ and viola, and 
credible that the greatest of geniuses, writing for such writing for all instruments, he was, m composer and 
aa instrument as • this, and ignorant of the superior performer, very loyal and devoted to the piano. Yet 
mechanical appliances of the future, can compete sue- even here they cannot be wholly disregarded. I think 
cessfully with the composer of our own generation, or all who have devoted their lives to personal study 
equally display and control the resources of the modern and practice of the greatest works for the pianoforte, 
piano? will agree with me that Beethoven’s compositions, 
The real lover of the piano to-day will never become though equal or superior in musical ideas to all others 
the real lover of Bach, through his piano works. He ever written for that instrument, yet do not “fit the 
must learn to know him in his own chosen sphere, his piano,” as do the works of the modern pianist-com- 
compositions for church services. posers, Chopin, Liszt and Rubinstein. I also maintain 
H’andel, born the same year as Bach, 1685, and sur- that, devoted as the musical world justly is to - 
viving hiin but nine, was, like him, firstly and chiefly Beethoven’s pianoforte sonatas, his fame will ripg 
organist, whose knowledge of the piano, was confined to longest and loudest as the author of the nme'great 
the feeble, limited five-octave harpsichord described; symphonies. 
Moreover, although the author of countless operaB and 
other works, his best blood as composer went, like 
Haydn’s, into his famous oratorios, which alone can 
PREPARATION TOR TEACHING. 
Mayan. s, i t ms ta s rat ri s, ic at e ca No one branch of art expl^irigr itself; something leads 
give the student a just or adequate idea of this great to it, and a graduation from itself merges into regions 
mast r But s sip&H and sis rable figm nt > . the ' ,°rde ®n c be. fielt 1 if I rning Likewise no j 11 
musical activity of Handel and Haydn was ever t\c e knowledge's isolated from all else; there is 
* a warn a /mntitufithof -ifAwm0 1 wlA1 
Y^ ^
j , . y T j . always a contimnty that forms into One piece'all that 
expended upon the piano at all. Indeed, some volum- pertains to an^ art or science. From this, then, we can 
inons lists of the works of Haydn, published abroad, conclud^-tfiat it is necessary to place all facts before a 
make no mention of any pianoforte compositions, many Icanieriso that he can understand them, not onlyintheir 
of the .mall work, bearing hi. oaroe beiog eoasidered 'bl™ 
spnnons. So rare, in fact, are the works of these>fo With all people it is natural to be imitative before he- 
veterans for this instrument, that endless and wearisome ing originative. In the education of any individual, 
repetitions would be a necessity, if thev.'^rere often that period when the imitative is supreme is the one most 
called apon to furnish a anchor for .^pianist’. pro- Sf^TSTtfiS! 
gramme. or the frail bark of the growing mind will be dashed to 
With Mozart, orchestra, organ, opera, and chorus pieces. This is the time^rhen one must avoid all rea- 
rohbed the piano of the better half of his musical ideas; 8ons> OW abstract facts and all philosophical suppositions, 
- . , m ,, 0 a atrnse bj nature as to bt confusing to the pupil 
while as a perform^ he was about equa ly divided But, as the mind grows, it begins to Issert its individ- 
hetween organ^yiolm, and harpsichord, all three of uality, slowly, it is true, but with a positiveness that is 
which instruments he used to play upon one programme, undeniable. Now the whole tactics of the instructor 
Can therie be but one opinion among connoissenrs in na®8^ c^,a°Se» ^ot ™ proportion to the intellectual awak- 
n n>_. j; _ , „ emngpf the learner. N ow the picture should be accom- 
regard to the rare writings of Chopin for orchestra? pani|d by m6re detailed explanation: first, the pupil 
Juven his Most enthusiastic and uncompromising ad- must tell all he knows about the lesson ; then should 
mirers admit them to be practically failures. Yet they follow, by the master, a delineation of all those points 
were the offspring of the same Chopin, overflowing with unn°ticed by the proselyte. Thomas Tapper, Jr. 
musical ideas, possessed of matchless genius in fullest THTi WAT AlfTl T1TT. 
activity. Why then do they do their author little credit, _ 
and fail to bear comparison with the orchestral compo- There are too many young people in the world who 
sitions of other musicians of his standing? Simply complain of their unfavorable circumstances. They say 
. r,, . j.j . , . , , , , that everything and everybody is against them. They 
because Chopin did not understand the orchestra and think that if they only have friends to help them, or if 
its resources, I take the liberty of making the same opportunities were more propitious, they could,succeed 
statement about Bach, Mozart, Gluck, Handel, and in doing something wonderful. There never was 
Haydn, in regard to the modern piano. . j 1 mistake * < be born in asj :ircnn u 3 i 
f - 6 . . , . . - ,, „ oftener a detriment than an advantage. Adverse cir- 
A man of superior genius, working in any of the fine cnm8tances really make a man. 
arts, will show capacity always in one, sometimes in , Too, many people are on the look-out for -easy posi- 
several, but never in all of > its many subdivisions. For tions in life. Such people never will amount to much. 
instance, the author who excels equally in epic, in 
drama, in lyric, in fiction, in essay, in argument, does 
not- exist. Moreover, superiority in certain directions 
It is the hard knocks that toughen the sinews and give 
strength and endurance. 
Do not choose any course in life because you think it 
will be an easy and quick way of making fame and 
r 1 t ■'!’ a 8 e isure en merit in others > itn - *>'■ 11 ' 1 • *x lin 5 ot v lsf * '">> cultiea 
-11' . -1 ’• 1 ' ■■ ■ ■ % . ' I. ' ^.'rrri- ■■11'1 - ■ ■■ ■ " I . ■■ w1 c-'V  il < 
Shakespeare’s lyrics, and Tennyson’s dramas. A man obstacles. When yon see an obstacle in your pathway, 
. , * ; ,. . , . V m 1 . „ no matter if it does seem to tower mountain high; don’t 
is borne to his niche in the Temple of Jbame on the become faint-hearted and despondent and turn back. 
breast of that wave of his genius which runs highest in Perhaps when yon get on the other side of that 
him ; and he has the right to demand of posterity that mountain of ( difficulty, you find that the , object you 
by>this fie shall be judged. • desired « fctlier on, and a river may obstruct 
f“"n . , * , ... „ - ... yonr way. Don t sit down and cry m despair, or “ shiver 
\ Beethoven, as it is almost needless to tell the readers on the brink,” for fear the water may be cold, or the 
of*any musical journal, is regarded by some as the last current too rapid. Plunge boldly in, and with manly 
of the classicists, by others &8 the first of the ronmnti- stroke make for the other shore. 
cist., and by others .till a.^ a sort of ooaaoortag liak SgS 
between the two great schools of composition, partaking v^orld upside down, but if they are told that the way to 
of the characteristics of both. The last seems to me the do it is by taking a spade and beginning to snrn up a 
most correct view. Like all geniuses of the highest little of the earth’s sod or gravel, they draw ha< 
order, Beethoven first dominated his art, as it existed in ^ffmJsicffe' is no exception to the general 
his own day, then lent himself kindly to the advance Difficulties beset it on every hand. To beco 
movement.’ When master of the mnsic of the past, he pianiBt, a violinist, a vocalist, or a composer, one 
became a pioneer of the mnsic of the future. Those of overcome many difficulties and obstacles that 
.. . , ,. , . . ... to tower mountain high before the Student. Wi 
Jim piano sonatas which are most m sympathy with the Xck to boldl attacf any and all snch diffibdlti 
modern romantic school, are naturally ; those most may present themselves, one would better never * 
popular to-day; !as those adhering moBt strictly to the And when onq has progressed to the point , wh 
ancient models were doubtless the favorites of his own thinks he is ready to make mnsic teaching hi 
. work, he will still find many difficulties before'mo 
® . iti8to be hoped that by this time he has learn! 
With Beethoven, the points observed m onr survey of secret of overcoming them, which is that ' ~ 
the older classicists will be fonnd to hold good in a-far | courage ca 
THE LEGATO TOUCH. of vibrating strings, in the case of piano music, regard- 
/ ■ . .-V- leBS alike of all extraneous sounds and of any mechan 
x'l * ical or technical means of setting the strings in vibra- The study of the “ History of duBie,” supported by 
by henry a. hanchktt, m. n., f. a. a. £oa the hearing of the. master-works of different epochs, 1b 
. The vocalist, the violinist and the organist • have each the safeguard against self-conceitedness and vanity.— 
The present is often called the scientific age. Those 4s produce legato effects by connecting musical tones, Robert Schumann. • . . ‘ _ . 
knowing a little about ths accuracy of our in rmatio -d must a1 ipt theiri itesbnique to the end, but the In learn».} ny musical instrument, three con- 
regarding some natural phenomena, treat rather disdain- method that answers for any one of them will not answer dha°n8 must be strictly observed, viz., practice regularly, 
fully the commonplace way of getting at things by the re- for the others or for the pianist. ■ practice intelligently, practice faithfully. This will insure 
suits of ordinary observation. The man'who attaches Now the Practice Clavier undoubtedly is a helpful and true progress. Folio, 
some electrical device to the piano and announces, in con- valuable instrument, whose judicious and legitimate use I I caa assure all pupils that more improvement will be 
sequence of some discovery which he thinks he has thus, hope maybe extended to all serious piano students; but made in one month by those who practice their scales 
made, what the accurate movements of the fingers should if pupils are taught that by acquiring the ability to put an<* technics well, than can be made in six or twelve 
be, is looked upon as far greater authority than ia he who down one finger sad lift another so aa to produce exactly months by those who do not. Burr owes. 
after years of cultivation of an ear naturally gifted for simultaneous up and down “ clicks ” upon it, they will Virtue is its own reward. From my childhood, when- 
art, has arrived by practice at his conclusion as to how have learned how to produce the ideal legato touch of ever ar* cou^ ^e of service to poor, suffering 
he produces the most beautiful connection of tones. the piano, a good deal will have to be unlearned and humanity, I have never required anything beyond the 
Where vital phenomena are concerned it often hap- learned again by them before they wiH be able to display heartfelt gratification that it always caused me.— 
pensthat the scientific instrument doet not give the most i beautiful quality of tone and nice connection of legato Beethove i. 
satisfactory results. The sphygmograph, by making ab- passages. The production of a gpod legato is not to be Study only the. best, for life is too short to study 
solutely accurate tracings of the pulse, has revealed un- decided by the rise and fall of dampers, as claimed by everything, and too . valuable to be wasted upon 
dulations that were never dreamed of by those who were the Clavier Co., because of the unwelcome presence of mediocre productions. Do not. waste your time upon 
limited to the old-fashioned method of examination by the harsh tone produced by the blow of the hammer, Poor music, poor books, and ignorant, conceited people, 
the fingers*, and yet practical physicians would give what I have called the “ pulsatilic ” tone of the piano, Emanuel Bach. . ■ 
more for a moment’s pressure of the finger over a sick a name borrowed from Mr. Goodrich, the eminent critic If we were to play a piece of music with exactly the 
man’s pulse than for all the tracings the sphygmograph of Chicago. Legato playing is a matter of blending of same degree .of forte and piano throughout, it would 
would make in half a day, as an accurate revealer of con- the string vibration, in addition to a proper touch. Nor 80und as ridiculous as if we were to recite a beautiful 
ditions in the sick body. Nor can any stethoscope give is the latter element facilitated by the bind of practice Poem 'n same monotonous tone in which we used to 
the information that a trained ear will gain by direct lis- that best brings out the clicks of the clavier, for a' good rePea^ tbe multiplication table. Czerny. 
tening over the chest of a consumptive. It is so with legato touch involves asteady fall of the finger under how to suggest is the great art of teaching, 
other things. The cultured instincts of a man are sure the constant and active restraint of the extensor muscles, a^a*n ^ we a^e to guess what will interest; 
to give better and more extended information than any a movement that will not produce the brightest clicks. we maBt learn to read the childish soul as we might a 
scientific instrument can do as a substitute, although the These points it seems to me need emphasis, because P^ece music. Then, by simply changing the key, we 
latter may do far more accurate and finished work, it is now so long since the claims of the Clavier Co. in '^eeP DP ^he attraction and vary the song. Amid. 
whose value is appreciated by none more highly than by this direction were put forth, and yet up to the present ^ Prac^ce from six to eight hours out .of the twenty- 
those whose training enables them to best do without time I have seen no refutation of them upon this ^onr> and frequently at night. I wish to be so free 
the delicate instruments in practice. The telescope can ground. I wish to be distinctly understood as offering ^n£era ^bat they will go where they ought to 
range further, the microscope reveal much smaller ob- no objection to the use of the clavier within its legiti- without thought, so that I can devote my entire mind 
jects, than the eye; yet no one has ventured to compare mate field. It is of great value in teaching clearness of to *be iuterpretation of the composer’s idea.—Pade- 
those glasses with the eye for perfection and service- touch, and especially in directing the mind to individual rews^- . 
ability. k details in practice, a matter which is of the utmost im- -^be tnacher w^° surrenders himBelf with entire love 
Such remarks seem to be called for at this late stage portance in gaining accurate control of muscles and aud self-Bacrifice to his scholars is the true artist. The 
of piano accomplishment, by reason of some recent movements. Both up clicks and down clicks can be 8cbolar, whether as a practical, or as an art-loving 
announcements that have been widely circulated. Pian- made very serviceable, and possibly they can be used to- dilettante, may thank him not only for a correct mechani 
HELPS AID HINTS, 
spite of the improvement that has been made there is still the proper effect and the proper method of producing it. 
a large amount of the undesirable “ pulsatilic ” tone, due One who can train himself to hear the legato produced 
to the blow of the hammer upon the strings, which makes by an artist, and can bring his fingers to satisfy his ear 
necessary long and arduous study and practice in order as to how this tone shall be produced, will find that the m manage t0 Set through a difficult composition of Liszt’s, 
that this “ thump ” may be done away with, as far as pos- method described is far better than that which is more who could nofc P1®* decently a simple nocturne of Field’s, 
sible, by the pianist’s art. And to cover or do away with appropriate to Clavier practice. because, paradoxical though it may seem, such pieces 
it we resort to two things: The one is touch, the other is are too difficult for them.—Chrisiiani. 
legato technique. By touch I mean the effort of the pian- r~~ . . . —*--—~ 
irt to ,o imp.1 the hammer against the string as to make Yonng performer, shonld apply themselres, not only : 
nhe least or the blow, and the most of the following vi- to the mechanical execution'of written notes, but they that extremely1 few learn to read music readily at 
brations. And by legato technique I mean the means should study the signs of expression which serve to sight ? That out of a thousand who haveoutgrownthe 
adopted by the pianist to cover what remains of the blow complete and translate the composer’s thoughts ; signs fchoo!, not ten can continue the successful practice hf 
ito tornmor cirninat ni.im.ri k. ,. K . . . . ■ . -■ , * 6 . their art without assistance ? And that not five of these 
of the hammer against the strings, by continuing which are, to a musical composition, what light and are able to sit down before their own instrument And 
tne hammer stroke ib finished, the vibrations previously shade are to a picture. In either case, if these indis- develop their, own ideas through its keys / Is it not- 
induced, thus connecting musical (ones (string vibra- pensable accessories are omitted, there no longer exists therefore, money, time, and labor, in most such 
tions) together, and bridging over “pulsatilic” unmu- either effect or contrast, and the eye, like the ear, ia Stances, absolutely thrown^ away? A far different 
i t„ I - ,. j ■ . . ’ , , , ’ result would have been obtained had a knowl&dge of- 
meal tones (hammer strokes ). Legato means connec- soon fatigued with the. same coloring, and the absence harmony been imparted with the prbpCr ihgtractiOTl|ft: 
tealy, and the connection desired is between the sounds of variety.—Thalbcvg. playing the W - ^ y 
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coanting, if only the papil keeps his head clear and 
actually sees and measures the time-relations. 
THE FUGUE 
BT JO- sr 8. DWIGHT. 
“ Tarj Fugue is the vital principle of musical form; 
it is the secret -f all ,.m, the very oul of it. 
Whatever music does not more or less ir 
principle, though it need not be strict fugue, is likely to 
be poor and shallow music. For fugue iB but the logical 
develop lent of what is latent in rm or theme, ft 
11 is in music what the spiral law of growth is in the plant. 
‘ ! in nature ; in the Burf billows roll- 
1 iog up the beach; in the waves that run along a fie of 
I strain before the wind: in the .widening vortex of the 
. , ......... in the tongue's of flame 
what is substantially the English system of indicating | losing themselves and reappearing as the fire soars and 
~ ’ seeks the sky. It has its correspondencies in other arts ; 
in nothing, perhaps, sostrikingly as in those wonderful : 
creations of religious architecture, which .are the fur¬ 
thest removed from mere mechanics and geometry, 
0. W. L. which speak so to the soul and the imagination, and 
~ m .... almost seem alive and growing, as it were yearning'. 
‘ 1 3. 1. an si Etude five t! i ltles mil rs, eaehing so rir » . ware • h le v p- k it them * t 
nrvrvin' hnnlrn .r.KnV mWn »hn lin/sn fr 4-U n rjVl jJ.'v 
i. JLhere we see the fugne m solid 
that is what Madame De Stael meant when she; 
1 —“frozen musicthere we find the 
same precision of minute detail, the same endless echo¬ 
ing and imitation. of motives and parts of motives, 
phrases, with quaint particulars; a thousand pointed 
g j arches, clustered columns, cunning tracery, ana, peep- 
' ing^ out of unexpected corners, exquisite or grotesque 
shapes of plants, of men, of animals, and monsters, as 
.................. ,. .. are if to include all the images that ever filled the waking 
two of the best. There is no book that gives the lives thoughts, or dreams of man in history—all aspiring, 
of all musicians to our own times. The above give the growing to a climax, yet to the mind still hinting further 
........ , lives of fl.egr«t.mast,™. TheformerWor ver, yom,g. 
pralltriller is meant, as you have done in the question children and the latter for youth. actually, l>ut ideally suggesting still the Infinite? the 
above. The true mordent has a stroke through it, as 2. Yes. There are albums of easy arrangements from unattainable in time. This suggestion of the Infinite is 
below, and indicates the rapid alternation of the written all of the great masters, containing abont twenty-five what we would call the expression of the fugue. (Only, 
mote trith the mote below it, generally at the dietanee of pieoes each, in the Peters, Angener & Co. and the Wii- £ 
a semitone. dorf editions. C. W. L. It is nature’s own law; the true instinct of genius felt it 
Ques.—Will you kindly tell me where I can find a fall o.Qt> obeyed it unconsciously by the inmost necessity of 
—Q----„ account of the legend interpreted by Mendelssohn’s art and of its own soul. 
~?r~_„■ ■ ' P'j i* | overture, Seliine Melusine. My only resource seems to j bound always stnctly to the fugue form is 
I' .~l ~~ H be the unabridged dictionary, and the information there pedantry; but not to know.it, not to feel it, not to 
Efcf is very meagre. m. l. g. imply it even m free composition, is to forsake the real 
The Pralltriller is without the perpendicular stroke Webster»B Dictionary contains a comprehensive account Seaton ThcLTTo^lve * forevtr^BeThoVen? Ite 
and shows that the rapid alternation occurs between 0f tbe legend of the “Fair M61usine.” For a more instance, who did not very often write fugues as such,— 
the written hote and the note above it. , , , , . working, by a true instinct, with nature and the divine 
elaborate and detailed . account of the story we would laws of essential form, or unity, still imply the fugue in 
Q--—,—_ar._--jj. advise application to a library for works on French folk- whatever form they write; they have its secret in them, 
P -  — : lore, or tales of the fairies; There are some of the latter its law is in their hearts, the soul of all their method; 
S~Fr-■!=■-1^3=0 by Edmund About. Fairy subjects were great favorites indeed, so familiar are they^with it, that they need not 
v ,x, ,, s , , . . literally present it. It lay at the basis of their culture. 
Both begin and end with the principal (written) note TOth Me°^lssohn ln^.18 y°uth> and made an impress on No one is fairly master of the free forms, until he is 
•■■J £ u rn..., much of his composition. t kB. master of the fugue. That is, wherever there ib har- 
; . J. C. F. 
[Onr Bubscribers are invited to seod in questions for this depart- A , T x, . , „ . . . . , , 
ent. Please write them on o: side i paper only, and not VJHBS.——1. Is 16 3m Of •• •‘ring which has the 
with o? the. same heet In Every Cask the crosi to i dicate ie thumb ai ’ j 1, 2, 3, 4 for the 
WbiTEE’S FULL A .ES3 MOST BE Given, or the questions will _tAc , ritrhtlv oblIIpH Ampribon fino-orinrr? 
receive no m case will the writer’s name be printed ot“e Jgers. rigMiy called mencan bngering / 
to the ms that have no general a. What th£ gin of the two me1 ods of ntjge ng, 
German and American ? ' s. v. d. 
Ques.—Will you explain “ diminished sevenths ” in Ass.—-I. It is not American, but English. However, 
words which would help one to make them clear to its use in this country was very general until recent years. It bas its prototypes
younger pupils. A. m. w. it is rapidly going out of use. ^ tf5 
Ans.—A diminished seventh chord is made up of 2. The old German Masters, especially Bach, used whirlpool and th<Twatmpout 
three minor thirds. Take a dominant seventh chord, ,..  ™ ’• ’ " • -  - 
add a minor ninth and omit the root and you have s the fingering. He used the cipher instead of the cross. 
" ~ ' The so-called “ German ” fingering originated in Italy 
diminished seventh chord. Example ! (G)-B-D F-Ab and waa tangllt in Germany by Italian masters. 
This chord naturally resolves as the dominant seventh ' ' '* 
HI „ „ ' , . . , ,, , 1 c n . n . « _. -n, __ . .. | (G-B-D-F) resolves, t.e., into the chord of C major or 0 Ques.—. „ _„ 
minor, It is- generally spoken of as the seventh chord and prices of some tiooks that give the byes of the great old Gothic churches. 1 
on the seventh degree of the minor seele, and it takes its Are, w Jy eoUeetione of book, of daesie music Sd whHM™ 
name trom the extreme interval, ii-AP, whicii , is a 0r arrangements of classic compositions for children 
diminished seventh. But it is properly derived from who can play the easy and common dances of the times ? 
the dominant seventh,' in my opinion, and it resolves ^be music is wanted for use in a mosicale. o. a. b. 
into C major as well as into C minor. ' J. C. F. Ans.—1. “ Musicians in Rhyme for Childhood’ 
Ques.—Will you please explain the difference in the Time,” by Crawford and Sill, price, $1.50, and “ Story 
two mordents used in Bach inventions and symphonies, of Music and Musicians,” by Lily, price, $1.00, 
HOW 1 LIS!) TOAPHGUE, 
v^ujidO.-JL ua*u ucou wm mou mcic, ftio two UlUdCUb nv f'AW'PIFR. 
f pia m ■ _ 
ctory one to the other. Please explain, giving the If you wish to understand a Fugue, listen closely to 
hme and method of each. e. p. r. the first twenty notes or so. They are given out diB- 
There are certainly different schools, but the number .tinctly, one at a time, and will be constantly repeated 
not confined to two. However, they, can perhaps be throughout the piece. After the first twenty notes, a 
% , , . . .. . , , , . ,,, r „ duet commences, in which the upper or lower part must 
duced to two mam principles of touch, the blow repeat the melody already given. After the duet, comeB 
uch and the “pressure ” touch. The former is con- a trio, with the same first melody in the highest or 
ucnously represented la Plaidy’s “Technical Studies,” lowest set of notes. When the trio is finished, a quar- 
id the latter in Mason’s “ Touch and Technic.” The tett,e begins, and then, as before, you will find the first 
. . , . r „ , melody or subject uppermost or m the lowest part, 
rmer is inadequate for the requirements of modern From this point, the fight thickens, and the melody, in 
i i an n; p  
the motives, multiplied, repeated, echoed, 
. is antiquated among artists in general, contending* witli the other parts, is often broken into imitated, or contrasted, throughout the whole upward 
survives among conservative players and fragments. An attentive ear, however, will discover floating, spirit-like, scarcely material mass of a Stras- 
:here is nothing done by the hammer-like ^ t.he “?tilat®d melody _ is constantly struggling to bonrg or Cologne cathedral.' * * Right healihy music 
r. ,. , . , ^ , , make itself important, and.that it will always succeed in are the fugues of Bach, and hearty too., lo him the 
nnger, which cannot be better done by pres- asserting its claim to prominence in some part of the fugne form had become a native, pliant, and obedient 
>f the finger, hand or arm. The free use of turmoil. Before the close of the composition, when language, in which he could express himself most 
increasing daily among intelligent pianists point and counterpoint, fugue and doable fugue, fugue readily. * * Handel, too, waa grand in fugue, but 
3, even in the elementary stages of playing. V1 th? fifth a*d faf16 in the-octave, haye all contended far less various than Bach. 
_, “ •,/ ° for the mastery, be sure you will see confusion .con- --- 
modern methods simplifies and expedites the qoered, and your old friend, the first Bubject, trinm- Gounod on False Singing.—My mother had made 
t of a good technfc. J. C. F. phantly vaunting himself the unmolested conqueror, me her pnpil as well as »s her nursling, and familiarized 
>o the best teachers advocate or permit the The reason people hate fhgueB is, that they expect the my ears with sounds and with words. Hence, my per- 
d”. for eat divided iA-two pai ts -or-of mei°°y always in the upper part, and seldom find it. ception of airs and of the intervals composing them yaa c 
a ” for triplets or of “ one a and a ” for" A ^uree mfiBriw quite as rapid as my perception of words, if not more 
divided into four marts - or in nainra kw melodies or accompaniments, is a source of keen enjoy- so. Before I could speak, I distinguished and recog- 
ccmnts Sthe time signature l^ns ffas to an educated musical mind. A musician, once nized perfectly the different airs with which my ears 
ir-eighrfurinsteac! of two-tourths or "-.f eight- *n’" the hdbit of unraveling^ and dissecting intricate were lulled. It must not be concluded that a preco- . 
place of four-fifths or of eight-sixteenths hgures, looks upon compositions where all the beauty is cions culture of the ear is sufficient to make a musician 
me iB very complicated ? dob ; oh the surface, mnch as a. chess-player looks upon cards, capable of composing. Bat it is ertain that ne can 
v. , ■ * «**> * * ‘ H In Bach’s figures, do hot lbqk^ fiorcontrasts of light andT Initiate the ear to musical language, exactly as tot, j - ken 
iases it is probably better to adopt a shorter shade. for quiet sentinaentaT effects, for dramatic power, language, and can develop the musical sense in A much < 
s 4ime-unit until the pupil has learned to They have a character of-their own, a healthy vigor of larger number of children than is commonly done. I 
b lengths accurately. Thus one may conht ma^iness, as weU as being foil to ttie core of intellectual have known children sing false because their mothers 
. . . . -n strength. They may be compared more fitly to huge, and nurses s&n^.ffdse:.apdi.spoiled their ear. it is not 
i a f measure, giving an eighth note a count, sublime rocks than to sweet violets and the charming the voice which is false—it is the perception of the 
am no stickler, for any special method of forget-me-nots. | intervals which hes been falsified by vicious expressions. 
• V-'- ^ .I. ...v „. 
LETTEES TO PUPILS. the composer when he firstconstructedit. Your 
emotion, doubtless, 1b fainter and colder* bat the same. 
by John s. van cleve. « The experiment I alluded to was this: in memorizing by author l. Manchester. 
7™™ , Mendelssohn’s “ Spinning Song,7 I purposely; neither , t .../\ ; / 
umnf of The ETtmsThe^ol^wfng^questions? 6 °° Played nor thoqglrt abont it fbr From the.teacher’s standpoint it is giving to the stu- 
First, let me say that I am a student, very ambitious examined its condition. It was intact, but a little dusty, dent the musical knowledge and mechanical skillneed- 
and hardworking, a young man about twenty. . I have As to your third question, we are continually asked ful for the performance of music on the pianoforte. 
recently_been studying, with an excellent musician, the for some new quack nostrum for making the fingers From the student’s standpoint, it is the acquiring of 
SSt on^attemptinglc^playrit I found myS flounder^ f®0®’ Becurin« “etacarpal technic without pro- all of these things. But the student has no experience, 
ing and forgetting, and in fact, losing myself entirely longed labor. In climbing the mountain of the muses, and does not know in what the necessary information 
in five different places. These passages were usually you must take a gradual aiqd spiral course. Scrambling consists, how it is to be acquired, or in what order Bhall 
where the fingers had to work rapidly by themselves. straight up the sides will prove toilsome, painful, and it be presented. 
be^sure o” p^ngas well befor?critical1jikges°a’s iAmy cer£in *° eil<* in fai]“re* opimon there Is The teacher is supposed to know all this. Still I 
room or before my teacher ? Second, how long must a nothing better than the Digest of dementi by Tausig, the wonder, if a strict examination were made, if there 
thing be in one’s, mi . .ed Cramn of Yon Billow, and the Touc might not be a changing about of methods, a reversing of 
can be sure of himself? Third, is there any spedal Technic of Wm. Mason. A judicious employment of the order of things in a good many cases. At any rate, 
with° octaves? chord^^nd^skips^or anythmg^that Brotherhood’s Technicon and Virgil’s Practice-Clavier it will not harm us to look at matters a little, and see 
requires heavy work ; whenever dainty work comes in, may be eminently advantageous; 
however, and' especially rapid groups with the hand 
quiet, my fingers are stiff anc leven. ‘Please pt. Ion MUSJ I versus PUBLIC! SOHOC 
me for such elaborate questions; ; f, a. s. by l. e. Chittenden. 
Answer, to F. A. S.—Your ient was a 
one, no doubt, but 11 a sure every musician now 
WHAT IS MUSIC, TEACHING ? 
whether we may not be able to improve upon our pres¬ 
ent system of doing things. The piano, in itself, is a 
very dead and cold instrument. Its tones and powers 
are confined to a very limited sphere. The effects 
There is no doubt that the long hours that children which can be produced upon it are not multifarious, and 
...., __ are employed by the. country and village public schools, it has not the rich glow of warmth, the changing color 
living has, at some part of his career, floundered and from nine to twelve in the morning, and again from one Qf tone so natural to the stringed instrument, or even 
disappointed himself in a like painful and irritating *° ^oar m afternoon, interfere materially with the to the organ, and most of all to the human voice. It is 
way. You ask how you can be sure of playing just as practice .hours-of such of them as take mnsic lessoris. dead. Wherein then, must its power lie? Certainly in 
well before people as in your room. I will remind you Many parents let their children stop mnsic lessons the living performer. Through the mechanism of 
of Robert Schumann’s advice, which was to the student: faring the school year, and when mmer comes, 1 .ve muscles and fingers must thrill this warm, glowing life, 
within the walls of your room be exceedingly modest thei begin again. This is bad, for severa- reasons;. In and by the performer’s personality must the hearer be 
and think that you know nothing; study with limitless th® first place the Bultry days of summer are not con- touched. This brings us face to face with the difficulties 
diligence. When you go before your public cast away ducive to good practice. To be shut up in a close, dark of piano playing. Let us survey them and see whether 
modesty and think that they know nothing, but you room on a hot summer day, and e expected to do good, they are surmountable, and if so, how? But here I 
eveiything. Now, when you played for the critical earnest work, i-L ar 1, but nearly impossible, meet with the common trouble that confronts all 
musician aforesaid, he was, to all intents and purposes, ooless music is a passion, which in the ordinary .child it teachers-—what is the order of correct teaching ? 
your public, but you suffered with stage fright. Now, is not. Then the brer ing of music h bsohs Sep- Let us first take the physical: This dlass of difficulty 
stage fright is a terrible misfortune, in fact, a fatal tember, untilthe next vacation, virtually loses all that is contingent upon the student’s make-up, stiff, unyield- 
disease for the moment, perhaps, but it is no disgrace, l188 teen achieved during these hot days of weary ing, or, it may be too yielding fingers, obstinate muscles, 
for'it often accompanied the most highly organized practice. So each vacation is mefely a working up to and unequalv muscular development, all combine to 
musical temperament. where the pupil left off le year before. Then .e best Btrew the pathway of the piano student (and teacher) 
I remember, whpn living in Janesville, Wia., toLave teachers generally are out of town for the summer, and with thorns, 
written an article in the newspaper, a Veview of a con- it will be a life-long regret if any but the best teacher is But there are other, and, to me, far more serious 
cert, in which, trying to apologize for a certain yopng en£age j A pnpil, too, should ha\ a vacation, ant. obstacles. They are the mental and the unconscious 
lady’s defective and unequal singing, I said that she generally does get a short time off, at any rate, which failings,—inaptitude perhaps—of the student. Wrong 
evidently suffered with stage fright. She took mortal mskes another break in the lessons. ^ . and disorderly methods of thought, an unconscious 
offence-at this, and never forgave me from that day till Therefore, the only wayiB to work music lessons in inability to grasp the essential point of the instruction, 
this. That was, of course, infinitely silly on her part. at some ra*e> a°d keep the pupils at a daily practice. as wen as iact of will-control over individual muscle 
I have known at least a score of good-amateur pianists, Make the practice time shorter, if need be, and plan acti0n. You will perceive these difficulties to involve 
some of them my own. pupils, who have this fatal defect matters 80 tbat tiie recreation hours shall not be too many separate and distinct forms of treatment. All'of 
in their make-up. There are persons who study dili- mucb encroached upon. This will require some man- these weaknesses affect seriously, both touch and inter- 
gently, and play admirably just so long as the sympathy agement, system, thought, and care by the parents. pretation. 
of the listener is certain, but the instant there is any a fantily that the writer often visits there are three Touch is the vehicle by which the performer’s person- 
doubt of the public applause, a polar wind seems to children whose ages range from eight to twelve years. a]jty is transferred to the instrument. In fact, it is the 
strike them and freeze their fingerB to icicles. Music is kept up with profit and ease, as follows : The mie means for expressing, in piano playing, our thoughts, 
I had this appalling complaint myself on three sepa- family arise at seven in the morning, breakfast at seven- emotions, and feelings. Yery insufficient for the proper 
rate public occasions, and know how to feel a keen thirty. The middle child practices /rom eight to eight- performance of so stupendous a task, isn’t it? Yet it is 
sympathy for those whom it attacks, .but there is, I forty-five, putting in the entire time on technics. There 0ur only resource. What is it in detail ? Why you know 
believe no cure for it except three things: plenty of are 8^B fifteen minutes left before school time begins, ;t j0 the same Buper-sensitive power focalized in the 
sleep, food, exercise, temperance, and general virtue, and, as the school house is very near, this is an ample gnger tips, as that possessed by the skillful surgeon, by 
to make mind and body healthy. Second, practice, margin, leaving a little time for the necessary breathing the a;g Df which he tells you, with the slightest and 
practice, practice with infinite patience and minute spell in the fresh air. . ... gentlest of touches, that a small bone—-hidden under an 
analysis. Third, resoluticm, resolution, resolution, and At noon the ypungest child practices thirty minutes accumulation of flesh—is broken. You know, touch to 
a certain kind of, we will not say self-conceit, but ou® *he hour and a half allotted scholars of the that intangible something which causes you to detect 
something much better, that is, honorable self-esteem... primary department of the school for the noon inter- jn the ]jeyS Qf your piano as your fingers caresB 
If you know that you can do a thing then do it, and do mission. This leaves plenty of time for luncheon and them. 
not act like a silly self-conscious child. a play afterwards. .After the afternoon session, the As Dr. Mason in his Touch and Technic, Part I, has 
An to your second question, I will simply mention an oldest child practices from five to six, after an hour’s sa;(jj there is a quality in touch—of course I mean good 
experiment of my own upon which I may enlarge at outing, and after dinner they all take a few minutes for touch—which is God-given; but there are qualities 
some future time; but first I will formulate my experi- recreations in pieces, sonatinas, duetts, etc., and twice that can be acquired. 
ence and~advice in an aphorism, which is this, never a week they are drilled by their mother in short primer The indescribable something which makes the tone 
play anything in public until it has dried and hardened exercises and elementary theoretical work. These three vibrant with sympathy is not to be acquired by any one. 
upon the inner walls of your memory, or to drop meta- children are sound in health, and are merry romping jt is a talent. But the feeling of discriminating sensi- 
phor, never play a thing in public which you have not ?s"*t7nI? .and resulting- from a perfect control of individual 
learned and forgotten three times. practice their music quite as willingly as they gs to muBC||e8f sq that they can be used singly or in combina- 
- I consider that al^coaehing or cramming for a special school, and as a matter of course.; ,. tion united with, the mental power of concentrating all 
occasion is a %etn of suicide, which usually costs tea „ WAmm> musical affectation, pose and fadism to the aenBe of feelin6- 80 t0 8Peak> ln the tiPB of the 
times its much nervous energy as it is worth, and is the contrary, the great pnblic does enjoy melody, and fingers, is within the possibilities of acquirement. 
nothing leas than pouring out a copious libation of one’s until a hitherto undiscovered something shall be found _ 
life-blood on the altar of the hideous idol ef vanity- supersede it in music they will continue Is do so ; , 
Finally, under this head, I believe that no one really f,irtker than this, there can be bo question that the race Wanted, more parents that insist upon having their 
ever plays a compositioi until he knows it so well t. fit 3dy i m their UBt b< 5 wel1 educated in music. Music is a saving grace, to 
In reproducing it fie gees through the same process a8 musical necessities.”—Reginald DeKoven. boys. 
M’MZmm 
IIT WHAT MAHHEE MAY PARENTS ASSIST book than the one he would have chosen; he will have going too far in tho right direction■, and by placing works 
MUSIC TEAOHEES IE THE PEE- to make a different selection from a work which may be beyond the real musical comprehension of pupils, areata 
POBMAEOE OF'-THEIE J?UTIES ? very good in one respect, yet deficient in another; the a dislike for them, thereby defeating the veiy object 
—.— pupil who anticipates a.,change, a new book, a new necessary to attain like improvement of one’s musical 
by 7, von adelung. method, will not like it, and be tempted to think lightly taste? Bach’s works, as a rule,-can only be gradually 
-— • . of the competence of the new teacher. By allowing introduced—led up to, as by an inclined plane, until 
".V'", writer takes it fo granted that pare h1- - have the pupil to learn some brilliant pieces to gratify the Parnassus has seen reached 
their children taught music from bo other motive than ambition of. parents, who are apt to overrate the capac- It has been my custom in .reviewing music for private ' 
to develop their talents, for the sake of furnishing ity of their children, the regular course is suddenly use, to briefly make written comment upon the various 
them a source of refined pleasure, or, to • enable them, interrupted and delayed until such pieces have been pages. How have my ideas of these annotations changed! 
in case of necessity, to earn a respectable living. mastered. Studies are more or less set aside; the new In some-instances, those marked “Fine” would now be 
Musical talent, comprises several innate qualities pieces, when finally performed, may, if applauded, by a changed to “ Poor”, while others deemed unworthy any 
besides a musical ear. These qualities must not only polite audience, awaken a desire for similar pieces, mark, would be considered “ best of all.” 
be present, but so well distributed as to form a happy, which means more deviation from , the regnlar course; Taking up the study of the pipe organ, that for 
harmonious, combination; for it is evident that the best it will create too early an apetite for snch compositions, enforced reasons had been laid aside some ten -years 
musical ear without the support of a good memory, and and disgust him with studies and music of a more solid ago, I find my whole repertoire entirely changed. Com- 
c) great ambition, will offer great obstacles to the best character. positions that were a stock in trade, and formerly relied 
efforts made to develop musical talent. I have by no means exhausted my subject, for it is npon, I would now feel ashamed to play npon any 
It is true that a weak memory can be strengthened ; of such a wide extent, that the experience of one teacher occasion whatever, 
it is also true that by application of proper means, a is not sufficient to cover all of its phases. A private catalogue of teaching pieces that I had been 
pi pi inel eed to carelessness or et m 1: uness may b T< sum at- nn ’• r three mads:— ■ collecting for ten years had to be entirely revised one 
induced to become a carefnl and industrious worker; 1. By avoiding everything which may render the year ago, and I doubt not that another year will bring 
yet it requires a .long time and great perseverance to practicing of your child uncomfortable or injurious. abont still another revision. My half dozen musical 
accomplish such a change without disappointing the 2. By watching that the pupil-attends to his lessons scrap books are really a history of my reading. Tne 
anticipations of loving parents, who will more likely regularly, missing none without being compelled to do earlier ones I now find comparatively worthless as 
seek the cause of slow progress in the teacher than so by serious and unavoidable causes, and that he reliable books of reference, but as I perceive it, the 
hild :es th whole musical literature of the country has rapidly. 
Let'ns suppose that the personal character of a 8. By trusting the efficiency and experience of the increased and advance^, culminating in snch magazines 
teacher is beyond criticism, and that parents place full teacher; by not interfering with his method of teaching as “ Music," and “ The Etude.” 
confidence in his knowledge and abilities as a teacher; nor with his selection of pieces; by upholding his Certain tonal effects that were foreign to my own 
even then mnch time and trouble can be saved if authority in all musical matters; by not taking the part conception, and therefore lacking in the results of my 
parents will assist the teacher, or in fact, both teacher of the pupil in cases of complaint, but referring such teaching, are now more clearly expressed and developed, 
and pupil; for the latter is the main person to be complaints to the decision of the teacher, and exhort- A touch that was formerly quite satisfactory would now 
ing the pupil to have as mnch patience in learning as be far from it. Where it was once difficult to clearly 
ar< i .. ual svhich the at c • illustrate musical ideas and effects to children,* it is now 
of a pupil may be retarded. Take, for instance, a A strict observance of these three points will, I feel easier, better, and partakes more of a pleasure, 
beginner learning how to sing, who -accompanies him- confident, ease the task of the teacher and the pupil; it I am convinced that a teacher is fashioned best in the 
self on a piano out of tnne. The instrument is, in the will speed the progress of your child, and essentially school of Experience. Originally, he must need some 
absence of the teacher, the only guide for the singer, assist in the final fulfillment of your cherished hopes. natural endowment, but with it all, experience only can 
and as .excellent, as it may be, it will deviate from the ' develop it. Teachers and artists are not ground oat to 
proper pitch in course of time if not tnned at least HOW OAH ONE'S PBOQBESS BE DETEBMIUED? order by routine-machinery.® 
twice a year. How detrimental such a piano must be to by b a smith One’s progress, then, is best determined by looking 
the speedy and correct development of the mnsical ear, _l_ back npon the work once taken up, reviewing it and 
can be easily imagined. A few years ago, I attempted to read one of Buskin’s comparing it-with the work at present studied and 
Then, if‘-the temperature of the practicing room, works, but after wearily traveling through the mazes of enjoyed. Music, in some respects, is an exceedingly 
generally the parlor, is kept so low aB to differ by a few chapters, I gave it up,, and laid the work aside, discouraging study, for to-morrow we cannot see what 
nearly ten degrees from that of adjoining apartments, A few days since, I came across the same booh, and out we did but yesterday. There have been left no visible 
the chilly atmosphere will stiffen the pnpil’s finger joints of curiosity, remembering the early impression, began footprints. Indeed, who haB not had the experience of 
to snch a degree as to render practice useless, if not again the reading of it. I was both surprised and studying for hours upon a composition, and then felt 
impossible. " delighted to find it intensely interesting. The book was that it was n°t so well played as at the first. But who ever 
Not mnch less injurious will be a room so badly the same, the experience a total contrast. The change, saw the grass grow ? Yet it is soon ready for the scythe, 
lighted as to make it difficult to read the notes; or so therefore, must be with myself, and as Buskin is re- Likewise we may not be able to see our own progress 
damp that when used for several hoars a day it will garded a standard writer, I argued the change has been from day to day; but a year hence will surely mark it. 
endanger the pupil’s health. for the better. In the first instance, the work was Ho one can afford, in these days, to rust out. Intel- 
Then, although the room may be cozy and cheerful beyond me. I did not understand, could not appreciate lectual Btand-still-itiveness is blight, 
enough, the child may be overburdened with school- the book, and bo fonnd but very little interest in it. ~TI * “ . . 
lessons, and his mind-consequently too much fatigued Deep thought requires mature deliberation. Buskin J h^leq^ram^S'feciltty^e le^ astray 
to give proper attention to the task set before him. cannot be read at a bound; His language is too good by charms of novelty, and run into the error of at- 
The same result may follow a social party or enter- to be lightly passed; hiB ideas are too practical and tacking the most difficult compositions. Not a few who 
tainmentin which the pupil participated the night before, effective for a mere glance reading. can hardly play the scales in a decent manner, and who 
and which robbed him of a good night’s rest. - A few years ago, some of Bach’s works were given me J^ImiptioTto attSJttte 
The length of time between lessons will also influence, to study. I could not get interested in them. I heard concertos of the great composers and the most brilliant 
to some extent, the rate of progress. On the one hand, others play them, and yet did not especially enjoy them, fantasias. 
the pupil will more readily forget some-part of what Naturally, one condemns a writer in whoBe composi- The natural result of this overhaste is, that snch play- 
the teacher said, if a whole week has elapsed instead of tions he finds no pleasure. But such a composer as con’tmun^peffSt6,50?“* mucHE? S "aw 
only two or three days; on the other hand, it will be Bach has too great a name for ordinary mortals to able to execute either difficult or easy pieces in a credit- 
more difficnlt for the teacher to correct wrong fingering hastily condemn and feel justified in so doing. Icon- able manner. 
and other mistakes that happen to slip in, and were ceded the trouble to be with myself, but that didn’t This is the cause why, although so many talented 
practiced for so long a time as five or six days in mend the matter. as those fugues still failed to interest S not so over and aboverich in goo§ players;’ and 
succession. me. Not long ago, I took up; these same compositions why so many with superior abilities and often with. 
Some parents desire the teacher to use a certain instruc- as a sort of review, and I have not laid them aside, for I enormous industry, still remain but mediocre and indif- 
tion-book which they deem the best ; or they request find them inlaid with intellectual inspiratiott. They are fer®“t Per^rmers-., r-.,.r .....--...-.a. ----.• 
him to teach the pupil some difficult and bnlhant piece, sublime. ; The very germ and meat of artistic writing is decide on the merits of a composition before they are 
to be performed at- som&musical entertainment. Other in them. I am again convinced that progress has been able to play it properly. From this it happens that 
parents will complahfthat.the teacher does not give the made in the'right direction, and we can measure the many excellent, pieces appeal contemptible to tUera, 
pupil enough to practice, and that the pieces are not direction only aB we approach and compare the higher wkile tlie fault lies in ti eir playing them in a star bung, 
musical, or that they are not classical.^ Many a good-: works of the great masters. As a teacher, I made tins gtaxid-still oj false and discordant harmonies, missing 
natnred teacher will, against hiB better judgment, yield serviceable application. If I could not enjoy these the time, and making mistakes too many to mention.— 
to the wishes of^uch parents, ajod comply with their compositions as^a student, have I any right to expect Czerny. - . 
requests. But what are the results? The teacher will that other students will find them any more interesting pronoun “ i”.bas in the above beet* used only asaaowrcecif 
be hampered in his efforts, by using abother instruction- and enjoyable ? In fact, is there pot a great danger of convenience, and not at all in its egotistical sense. 
mw PUBLICATIONS. The man who achieved all thiaisoneof the herossof MASON'S PRINCIPLE OP VELOCITY AND ARM 
-_ our race; and we cannot know him too well or too in- TOUOHES. 
“ WAGNER AS I KNEW HIM”. By Ferdinand timately. For this reason a book which seeks to depict „ .. , , B‘ B* ma^ews. . 
P““ra- Longmans, Green’& Co., NewTork, Jrilj, 11Por’S^plf, if .State*Uh 
Whateveb c (pinion may still exuat ship, oti> be welcon o< , es- notes, 4-4 time, 1 be exactly d led in sj ed, 
ie - omplete validity principles on which pecially if a execution tempt w of tones, which in 
the Wagnerian n asic drama is founded, there can be no mmsmate with the intention. And, br.ppily, this is this casei will fall at the rate of about ten a-second; 
01 s to the imandmg p ution which Richard ur jo nsideration. eac . ;er the necessary 
s occupied "for at le 3t twenty years past. The ai P / tr, \ 3r’s practice. But if ade in the nner 
Whether one accepts all his theories or not, it Is ins- early partisans. Settled in London, he became interested following, there is a different principle involved. The 
possible not to acknowledge the transcendent Intel- in Wagner through a friend who was intimate with both, following is the manner: count-four M. M. 60: Take C 
F ... „ , two > ddle C it “one:’ d it until 
lectual power of the author of these great scores “The while all three were still very young men. He early after “two,” then run rapidly to G,an octave and a 
Nibelung’s Ring”, “ Tristan anil Isolde ”, “Die Meis- championed Wagner’s ideas in London, where the Men- half below; arrive'at'G exactly at “.threecount the 
tersinger”, and “Parsifal”, to say nothing of the delssohnian cult was supreme. He shared in the con- “four” as rest, the G being staccato;; Make the; run 
earlier works, and nothing of his enormous literary tumely which for many years pdured out without stint cmcentZo, but very lightly as to the pressure of the hand, 
activity. It is not merely that these works required upon his friend and his friend’s doctrines, and shared, after ’“two” ami arrive at F at “three;” then again 
the intelligence demanded by other operas of equal too, in the triumph which thatfriend and those doctrines still one note farther, arriving at D ; and so on until 
magnitude. They represent a revolution in music- eventually won. ‘ two or two octaves and a half are made. In this exer- 
d»m», a new philosophy. Wagner was an original The book h by no mean, a mere panegyric, Praeger b 
thinker of the very first rank. He was, therefore, a was clear-sighted and honest. He Baw plainly enough velocity run is undertaken, the mind is fixed upon the 
new force in the world. That this new force was a that Wagner, hero and genius that he was, was still tone of ending, and without mentally dwelling upon the 
powerful one is shown not merely by the vigor of human; that he had his faults, weaknesses, infirmities, intervening ones the hand makes a “ scoot” towards it, 
intellect, the depth of feeling, the vmdneee of imagi- He makes no attempts to gloss these oyer, or to conceal te^whi'eh'^SkenV.fe toXVEltt 
nation, and the moral earnestness; which the student them. He thinks Wagner great enqngh to carry his own tone which ends the passage. The difference between 
finds in his works, but also in the stir he made in the' faults; the flaws and imperfections are only the rough- this method of attaininjg speed and that in which the 
musical world during his lifetime. “Action and reac- ness of the mountain side. Wagner loved troth above velocity is merely increaseda little at every repetition, is 
lion are equal”, and no man is assailed, maligned, all things, and to him who-has-loved much, much may 
abused, misrepresented, as Wagner excess ns e foejforgiTOsio w&g&e? was fiboroisglily iia ®arsiests ||3^| tmmb iu sHor* distances -{from' fif© ;Sn octave); 
exerted an enormously powerful force on his environ- who earnestly pursues the noblest aim he has conceived, just as soon as the scales are first taken up. It is an 
ment. People do not like to be disturbed; they like to with eyes steadfastly fixed on his goal, may be pardoned open question by which of his methods a pupil will 
get their car wheels fairly on some smooth, well-bal- if he overlook some truths which even inferior men see, j°s7descrH^ 
lasted, easy-graded, straight-going, orthodox track and or if he sometimes stumble where they walk more surely, certain rate of movement. Probably both ways in 
“take it easy.” When some prophet comes along if, indeed, they have the good fortune so to do. alternation are more productive than any one of them 
and insists that the broad, easy, smooth, well-beaten But this book is not merely a record of great qualities alone. The popnlar idea that a pupil has to do a vast 
track is the road that leads to destruction, and that the to be revered, and of weaknesses to be excused. It is ^Jdvan^ 
only right way is the rough, thorny path up the moun- a lively delineation of the master as he appeared in improvement follows if the hand be used in various 
tain side; that the good is only to be reached by strenu- daily life; in friendly intercourse and correspondence; degrees of speed; various degrees of: force, and all 
ous and painful climbing, they treat him, perhaps, with in domestic life; as composer and conductor, as student shades of touch in turn, from the very first, 
contemptuous indifference. If he be too persistent, they and master, as revolutionist and exile ; , it depicts him in . abm touches. . 
are annoyed and vexed. If he present his conviction his down-sittings, and in his up-risings, in his external ^“{Sttl” m'S? insSSon^ooks! 
with such power as to^disturb their equilibrium, he will appearance, and in his inward thoughts and feelings. Namely, the proper nse of the arm in playing. What 
make at first a few converts; the majority, however, It is fall of interest from beginning to end, and of enter- kind of effects are producible by means of the arm, 
will rise up in anger, and cast him forth, stone him, tainment as well. Of the latter quality, indeed, there rather than by the hand or fingers ? And in what 
burn him, and crucify him. And the violence of the are some most amusing examples. The funniest of tTtre^thiTsubjectwith the thoroughness^hlt 
opposition is in direct ratio to the truth of the prophet’s which is the following incident (p. 828) which occurred its importance deserves, it would be necessary to write 
message,tend to the power with which he urges it. So in 1871, at Lucerne, in Switzerland, when Praeger was an enure treatise upon the subject of touch—which is 
it has ever been. Men stone their prophets first, and visiting Wagner. He relates it as an instance of the obviously impossible at present, even if the writer were 
canonize them afterward. boyish exuberance of spirits which Wagner retained to h^ve presented themselve^teme as^monjthe 
So it was and is with Wagner ; but he had the good thelast. more important conclusions appertaining, and I there- 
fortune, which many great original minds bearing “ I remember full well, one day when we were fore give them in the order in which they occur to me, 
a healing message have not had, to live long enough to sitting together in the drawing-room, at Tribschen, on leaving the reader to test their soundness in any manner 
see the substantial victory of the truth he was sent to a sort of ottoman, talking over the events of the years th?f 0weUconBide“the mechanism by which tone is pro¬ 
reveal. The first fifty years of his life were crammed gone by, when he suddenly rose and stood on his head duced upon the pianoforte, we find that the slight levers 
full of disappointment, sorrow, and privation.. During upon the ottoman! At the very moment he was in that of the fingers, moving through short arcs, produce the 
all this period he held fast to his ideal; he would inverted position, the door opened and Madame Wagner less emphatic tones; when stronger effects are desired 
concede nothing; he bowed no knee unto Baal; he entered. Her surprise and alarm were great, and she cramTS? 
DOFTS, 
BY CHARLE8 W. LANDON. 
Don’t be afraid to give your own opinions on musical Don’t deceive yourself with the notion that yon can 
subjects, bnt first think your ideas out into a clear form, learn a little music some day when you can get the time 
with your reasons for your beliefs. 
FOR TEACHERS. F0B PARENTS. discover it. 
Don’t deceive yourself into the belief that yon are D?nt ask yo®5 teacher to give old, torn or soiled Don’t stop studying music now that you can study 
going I© da a great deal- of practice without having to a ®ven ® sister, mother, or ©flier onfc tnne> There are other styles of magic still' 
regular hours sacredly set apart for it, and as faithfully member of the family did play the piece years ago. wortb conquering. 
practiced each day. Why not put practice hours on the That is the very reason the pupil , will find In it no Don’t begin a course of music lessons unless you fully 
same basis as lesson giving? for they mvst be done. interest. ... intend to do thorough work. There are more dabblers 
Don’t play a passage to find out how it sounds, hot . t-make a flippant criticism of a performance that ju. mn8jc aiready than the world has any use'for. ' , bu  
to devote to it. The amount that you learn will be let® 
than you mow think. Your friends won’t 'be able to 
discover it. 
on’t stop studying usic no  t at you can study 
out a hymn tune. here are other styles of usic still '■ 
play it to make it sound as you conceived its effect is the sum total of an artist’s life-work, even if the piece Don’t think yon know it all because you can play a 
before hearing it. is 80 ^ above your musical understanding as to be fev/ aimple marchcBi wal,zeB, and gospel hymns, for 
Don’t use poor music just because the pupil happens unappreciated, for J None bnt fools ridicule what they tbese hardly open the gateB of the musical paradise 
to have it. Take it . in exchange for a piece you wish do not understand. enough for you to get a dim peek of the musical delights 
to give him and then burn the trash. A teacher’ll Don’fc practice in a room with a poor light. Gas and b d- 
<1° B c*  <1- Vi:' 
r’s t eyon .
reputation is worth more than the price of a piece of kerosene are cheaper than eyesight. Music reading is Don’t think because you can, after a time, puzzle 
sheet music. trying to the eyes at best. out the notes of a hard piece, that. yon should be 
Don’t refuse to give a pupil a piece just because he or Don t say that you have the best instrument in town, practlcing the more difficult masic. There is a dif- 
his mother asked for it, even if the piece is not ^or *8 more fk&h probable that you would be mistaken. ference between wading through a piece and its artistic 
aUnnuiita. aniioKia Tto1 hant htdv ia nmunnioA npnnlp Don t throw&W8V money and souander the most altogether suitable. The beet way to convince people 
that your selection of pieces is best, is to sometimes let finable period of your child’s life on lessons from an 
them ha re their own w ij 
Don't be afraid to give music enough for the pupil’s 
best good, even if you have to donate the most of it. 
incompetent teacher. 
Don’t make a general “catchall-” of your piano. 
rendition. 
Don’t soothe your musical ambitions into quietness 
vitl the id % tha ci * mst »* ;e 111 be m.< t voral le 
for study and lessons next year. If you haven’t the grit 
Cloaks, hats, music, etc., do not belong on it, and too, tQ surmount pre8ent obstacles, you will have less to 
Don’t give nnmelodions music to a pupil who has bnt tbey deaden and muffle the tone, and sometimes make it overcome those that are before you next year, 
little talent. Give him something that he can enjoy, ra|Be» f° Ba,j nothing of the shabby looks cansed by Don’t be inactive for fear of making a failure. It is „ 
even if it comes very near being trash. He must be this bad habit. better to have tried and not gained than not to have 
interested, at whatever cost to your ideas of what is a Don t let a tramp tuner work at your piano, not at a]b 
true style of music. even if he asks to tune h free* If ?ou do he may nse Don’t m 
Don’t give classical music to© exclusively. Lead the your name as a recommendation to swindle your friends 
pnpil to an appreciation of it, but do not thrust it upon and B®iflhbors. 
him when he can “ see no tune in it.’’ Don,t let a PuPil Pound a key that ia out of order* 
Don’t think that all music composed lees than a Teach them to let it alone tfil the tuner regulates it. , 
hundred years ago is unworthy of serious study. DsiA bu? a 8uPerior Pian0 and.then let ifc S° to rnin 
Don’t be afraid to sometimes give a, piece that con- for want of being taned sufficiently often. Better have 
en li ne asxs w t e n iree. ai you a  ne ay nse ’t ignomraiously back out if you have given yonr 
n n name ^ appear on a programme. You make every 
i neighbor member of the audience yonr enemy, and practically you 
Don’t let a pupil pound a key that is out of order. have told aff many lies a8 tbere are per80n8 in the 
; t  t  l t it l till t  t r  l t  it. concert room 
on’t buy a superior piano and then let it go to rain Don’t disparage the instrument of a friend, for it will 
’ s il rtr  
r  r   i  rt  f s ri s st .  
^ u be taken as a personal slight if not as an insult. Say 
tains difficulties. Children like to be and to do like bought a cheap piano in the first place than to let the 80mething good of it or say nothing, 
grown folks, and they enjoy solving difficulties; hence good piano go'to ruin by neglect. . Don’t play when members of your audience are 
their love of puzzles and games. But let the piece' Don t throw your money away through the purchasing taking; for you. have no right todistnrhtheirconver- 
contain a content that the pupil can appreciate when he ofa poorly made piano. you are ^n e pert you will 8atj0n. - ’- - 
has the piece learned. u know what to buy; if not an expert yhur-safest course Don’t feel cross and put out at your teacher because 
Don’t use music that is too difficult for the pupil, is to buy a celebrated make of piano, or of an agent that be complains of a poorly learned lesson. Blame your 
Difficult music requires good playing to make anything you know personally and can rely upon. guilty self and not the innocent teacher. 
out of it, but the pupil’s poor stumbling over its beauties DPQ,t thinb a Piece to.° lon«tbat takes tw0 minntes t0 --- 
will but make a caricature of what should be delightful P*ay» or a concert of ninety minutes intolerably long. wnT/rm>T«7TTsrn umom 
music Learn how to listen to music and then a piece will prove MEMORIZING MuSIQ. 
Don’t play or give pieces that are too long. People interesting to its end. _ . . . . 
OT1 j Don’t remark of your child s scale and exercise play- The process of memorizing music wqnld seem tp re- 
and pupils do not like them. , , sDond to the same general rales as all memorizing. No 
n i, , ■ .... ... ■ me that it is tedious and gives one a nervous headache, “fu“u ^ b, Don’t tarn away a piece because it is written m s “ 6 . ’ doubt some minds absorb the full contents of a composi- 
sharps. Sharps are as easy to play as flats when yon but belp tbe chlId to play wlth 80 fine a musIcal toucb tion quicker than others. Many piano students will have 
become as much accustomed to them.’ that his technical Practipe wiU be eDi°yable- committed a composition to memory in the process of 
technical study of it, and even betOTe their nngers > do 
Don I use trashy music, for it rums the taste of a pupil. 1 FOR PUPHA _ their foil duty the mind will require no notes. This Is 
Don’t miss giving a lesson, for it gives the teacher Don’t begin the Berious practice of apiece until yon especially true of less rapid readers, for such depend 
a bad name, and is a clear Iobs of tuition fees to yourself, have analyzed it. Learn the composer’s meaning and upon their ears more than their eyes; while expert and 
and harms yoar reputation. intention, an well a. the coaBtaactioa of tke piece ' 
Don’t be afraid to work over-time in giving lessons. Don’t stop playing for page turning, but read ahead of out a brief-plan for one who wishes to cultivate the 
This pleases patrons and causes them to speak well of your playing when at the end of a page, and if necessary faculty and habit of playing or singing without notes, I 
you and recommend you to their friends. drop one beat of the accompaniment, for the sake of an should suggest the following few rales: Study carefully 
ia. l * * i li it ,, a r , . , , composition, itB moods, variety 
Don t try to take the “ego” out of a pnpfl who has unbroken rhythm. - . key and rhythm ; find out the meaning of it, thus becom- 
faith in himself, for no one ever did anything worthy of Don’t begin to teach too soon, for yon wonld make bnt jng thoroughly imbued with its spirit. This is, of course, 
note who1 had no self-conscionsness of superior powers, a poor reputation, and a reputation has great sticking after the technical elements have been fairly conquered. 
beco e m umsh accusto ed to the . 
1 tu tr i ir n  t >r It n m . 
  ,  i   l  l s   t iti  f  t  l , 
u  
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interesting to its end. " 
n ’ ou o r
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but help the child to play with so fane a musical touch ^on quicker than others. any piano students will have 
that his technical practice will be enjoyable. co itted a co position to e ory in the process of 
 for fi
ILS. AaSe iil n * ft ni o , s Iliia
Don’t keep connt of how many pupils you have or qualities, 
lessons you give a week, and then you can answer that Don’t i 
the nat ire o the i i < 3 ts it* t, n j of 
nbro *■* key and rhyth  ; fii l ft’ h< * eaning of it, thu beco - 
u u i
By this time the work will, have shown itself as composed 
of sectipns which will surely become fixed in your mind, 
with his work. Don’t condemn a piece of music because you cannot as the beginning, for your mind will at once recognize 
r. , ' , , . _ . , ,. ' .i T. • . . „ j . these broad divisions. When you have gotten so far as 
Don t speak of yonr bnsmess affairs to any one; keep play it. It is not wise to sneer at what we dp not to remember how the piece begins and theBtrong points 
them to yourself, and then yon can do this Or that or understand. Wait till you can play it well before 0f difference between its several parts, yon may close 
change your plans without making embarrassing expla- allowing yourself to think the piece unmusical. yonr copy and try your memory. ; _ 
nations. .Don’t'say-that “ there-is no• nttun'e in^this-piecei'and I- There is no way to memorize but to memonze. Theory 
r, u , ,. , , , . , . „ , , 4, . , ..„ te . , alone will never do it, yet I think that if you attempt to 
Don’t complain and whine about having but a small had rather not learn it,” for when you hear it well played do the composition 4s a whole at once you wilUfiil; 
class. -Go to work and do-better-teachingj and-show' you will berdelighted with it and then wish to have it therefore, try to do a little at a time,, till*' the facmlty 
people what you are doing, so that yon may not Only for a lesson. gradually develops and. the mind will readily, gipsp the 
deserve a better class, but that your abilities may Don’t recoil from studying a piece of music because relationship of the various parts and retain ^hem^^he 
command alargectesa ofgop^ and earnest pupils.- its content and effectiveness are not on the surface. We 8equ|nc|> insight into harmonic progression and 
eser e tt r class, nt t t- r iliti s a  
 lar  ckSFe  ojl a  
Don’t refuse-beginners because you consider yonrself 
transpose into flats the pieces you play that are 80 tbat you „iu at once know them as belonging to cer- 
often asked question easily. Pupils constantly come written in sharps. Conquer sharps and you open tQ tain parts of the entire composition. For instance, you ' 
and go, and every good teacher is supposed to be busy yonr ability much of the finest muBic. would never think of playing some of the middle phrases 
Miure umuM uegiuuer.' . jjuu h xmius. yuu. i luw piuucu jruu ubcu ui waui. ifa ^ " rGCeisi' Of <j6n8tantl raclici 
Don’t be too positive, dictatorial, in yonr statements to study better than your teacher. . Would .you .insist on'. 
about musical matters. People feel complimented when prescribing your own remedies when nnder the doctor’s lifag the memory to act, the page t< 
addressed as if “of course you know.” ' care? 1 -v ; correct mistakes.—-Werner's Voice, j 
W1 
Baa5.'C: '."'''j ' 
epieKpI 
H 
m 
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- PUBLISHERS NOTES. 
. This is the time of the year the on-sale music is re- 
nrhed. Please remember to write your name and 
all address on the package of music returned to the pub- 
isher, for without this we cannot give you credit for the 
amoupt returned. — T~"; 
We desire to be as liberal and accommodating as 
possible to our subscribers, but The Etude subscription 
list has grown so rapidly recently that we shall not be 
able to supply back numbers to those of our subscribers 
that fail to arrange with their Postmaster to have their j 
copy of The Etude reach them during the vacation 
months of the summer; therefore please see to it that 
you arrange with your local post-office to have The 
Etude sent to your address, or retained till called for; 
we cannot supply numbers missed, through no fault 
of our own. 
For more than half a century the : 5 sic trade and the 
music teacher have been working toward a standard 
g. f difficulty in music. But there is yet no 
generally accepted stands} d However, t h ;s publishing 
■i se has adopte 1 a grade of from oi .to ten, and if onr 
cus tmers will cons rs for 
music, they can clearly indicate the difficulty of the 
pieces that they wish sent on selection. 
The long vacation is & good time to do some musical 
reading and study. We offer a selected list of standard 
works below: — 
1- KICK. 
My Musical Experiences. Bettina Walker.$2 25 
The Beautiful is Music. Dr. Eduard Hanslick.. 2 00 
Miserere. Mabel Wagner ........................... 1 00 
Chas. Auchester. Shepard. Musical Novel..... 1 28 
Dominant Seventh. Clark. f “ .... 
First Violin Fothergill. ,l “ .... 1 00 
From the Tone World. Ehlert ... ............ 1 50 
Music Study in Germany. Fay.................... 1 25 
Music and Morals. Haweis .............. ......... 1 75 
My Musical Memories. Haweis. Cloth.. I 00 ' 
Mendelssohn Family. Hensel. (2 vola.) Each Si 50 
History of Pianoforte Music. Fillmore......... 1 60 
L-essons in Musical History ......................... 1 50 • 
Musical Mooaics. Gates ............................ 1 60 
Howto Understand Music,-Mathews. (2 vols.) . • 
. .. 1 50 
. Music and Culture. Merz  1 75 
Chate with Music Students. Tapper ............ J 50 
' Recent Music and Musicians. Moscheles. 2 00 
Story of Music and Musicians.. Lillie. 1 00 
Tone Masters. Barnard.. ........................... 1 50 
Story oi Music Hendersor 1............ ... 1 U 
W man in Mue c on. , ... 1 00 
Musical Moments .T..................................... 1 00 
Great Singers. Ferris. Cloth. (2 vols ) Each 60 
Great Germau Composers. Ferris. -Cloth ...... €10 
Great Italian sad French Composers. - Ferris.. 
Cloth... .. ........ .. ... 60 
Great Violinists and Pianists. Ferris. Cloth... 60 
Standard Operas. Upton ...... ... 1 50 
Oratorios. “ ... 1 50 
“ Symphonies. 5 ... . I 50 
Cantatj . “  1 60 
fi Nohl .. 6 00 
 1 00 
Life of Beethoven. Nohl. 100 
Life of Haydn. “ .... 1 00 
Life of Wagner. “ .. 1 00 
Beethoven, Biographical Romance. Rau.* 1 60 
■ 'Biographical Sketches of Eminent Composers 
Urbii . I 50 
Cariosities of Music. Elson. 1 00 
Birthday'Book of Musicians and Composers 
Chnrchill.... . . 1 25 
i. :tters on Mu ic Ehlert. .... ....  1 25 
Life and Letters of Gottschalk..................... 1 25 
Life of Beethoven. Schindler...... 160 
Life of CEopin. Liszt....... 1 25 
Mozart, Romantic Biography. Ran..... 1 60 
Piano and Song. Wieck..... 1 25 
Mnsical Sketches;- Polko ...vlhl.j.. .. 1 25 v 
The Soprano. Kingsford. Musical Novel.... 1 00 
Principles of Expression in Pianoforte Playing. 
Chn^tiani .... 3 00 
Rubin^tmn (Autobiography) Delano ......100 
Youiig People’s Hiltoiy of Music. Macy...... 1 00 
Chopin arid Other Musical Essays. Frick...... 1 50 
Great Tone Poets. CroweBt........ 1 00 
A Score of Famous Composers. Dole (new)... 1 50 
Great Composers. Butterworth,.........1 00 
Wagner (Richard), Life and Works. Gustav 
Kobbe. (2 Vols.) Each ..................... 1 60 
EXTRAORDINARY 0FFER; 
OPEN UNTIL JUNE 15TH. 1892- 
Before the season closes we will give onr patrons one 
more special offer on a few new works we are now 
issuing. We have received many thousands of orders 
from our patrons for new works in advance of publica¬ 
tion, and we have yet to hear,the first complaint. Our 
offer only embraces workB of real merit, and they are sold 
for about the cost-of paper and printing, our object being 
to introduce themto buyers ofmusic.Ourofferthistime 
.is unusufilly attractive.:... •. y'\.,:. -V 
We will send the following works, on June 16th, for the 
sum of $2.00, if Cash is sent with Order:— 
1. Concert Album, Vol. IT T, ■ . . 6 . 
2 ». «> || >-For contents see below. 
8. Touch and Technic, .Vol. IV, School of Octaves. 
4. Writing Book for Students of Music * 
5. Schumann’s 68 Rules for Young Musicians.' 
6. Sherwood, L. EL, Erudes for Piano, Vol. I. ■7. “ “ “ “ - “ U. 
8. Mi ws’ Standard Course for Pia le II. 
g it »f. t. ' (> T[r 
These nine volumes wil 1 t out all at one time 
(June 15th), p >r expreBsage paid by ns, -for only 
$2.00. Those that ave a running account with ns can 
have the offer charg ant. This is 
the only special offer that will be made for these works 
We are issuing Two C ert Albums of anofobte 
Compositions. They will contain some of the best 
music we publish. The music is such as you hear at 
Musicales and Concerts. They will be in large sheet 
music foi and finely gotten up. 1 sy will be sold, at 
One Lollar f publics ion we . will 
ders, for cash, at - y Cents ' and pay the 
postage, which will take about one-half of this amount. 
This offer will positively close June 15th. A glance at 
the contents will give a good idea of the worth of the 
volnmes foi which see last issue. 
The Cady edition of Mendelssohn’s Songs without 
Words has met with great praises from the profession, 
[t make >th nous. - The vol- 
uir does tot - interestii ; < ave 
been eliminated. It sells for the low snm of 76 cents, 
with liberal iscount to- t ) profes 
offers for the work have been withdrawn. 
We expect soon.to complete the series of Touch and 
Technic. The last volume, on Octave and Bravonra play¬ 
ing, is now in course of engraving, and will be ready for 
delivery June 16th. We.will send this last volume, IV, 
for 25 cents, to all who send cash before publication, 
June 16th. This is your last chance. 
We have about ready Vol. II and III of Mathews’ 
Graded Course of Piano Studies. This course will con¬ 
tain all the best Piano 6tudes of the best composers. 
They will be selected with a view to the modern style of 
piano playing and will be a supplement to Mason’s 
Touch and Technic. The three volumes will reach a 
grade near Czerny’s Velocities. We will send these two 
volumes to all who subscribe in advance, for 25 cents 
each. Cash mast accompany the order. The offer closes 
Jane 15th. 
I want to give expression to my appreciation of The 
Etude. I take a large number of musical magazines, 
but in none of them do I find so much of practical value 
and absorbing interest. The Etude id brimful of valu¬ 
able suggestions, and I cannot conceive how any music 
teacher can afford to do without it. I have taken it for 
some years, and consider it to be constantly advancing 
in the quality of its articles. -I am also pleased to learn 
that its circulation is so rapidly increasing, and sincerely 
hope the subscription list will swell until it includes 
every progressive music teacher from Maine to Texas. 
Edwin Moore. " 
Dr. Wm. Mason’s “ Complete School of Arpeggio”— 
Touch •. and Technic, No. 3—duly received. Upon ex¬ 
amination I find a most important subject treated in a 
thorough, practical, and masterful manner. 
J. H. Reed. 
j* CONCERT PROGRAMMES, 
. .. 
Recital by the Pupils of W. C. Patterson, Carrollton, 
Overture 4.hands, Semiramide, Rossini; Sonatina, Op, 
59, No. 1, Kuhlau ; Mother’s Lullaby, Sternberg; Bells 
of the Valley; Spindler; Der Konigini 4 hands, Strauss- 
Alberti; 11 .Trovatore, Verdi; Turkish Marche, 
Beethoven; Valse Et Galop, Lemoine; Consolation, 
Mendelsohn; Tann ' arc Wagner; Fantas , 
Op. 16, Mendels. »hn; Gypsey'R lo,’Haydn; Varia¬ 
tions on a Theme of Bellini, Op. 120, 4 hands, Beyer ; 
Sonata, Op. 10, No. 2, Allegro, Allegretto, Presto, 
Beethoven; Serenade, Mendelssohn;. The Chase, Men-’ 
delssohn; Le Comte Ory, Rossini- Alberti; Rondo 
Militaire, Op. 333, Bohm; Bohemian Girl Transcription, 
Ketterer; Overture, 4 hands, Lntspiel, Kelar Bella. 
Pupils' Recital at Rollins College. 
Air de Ballet, Chanimade; The Valley, Gounod; 
Adagio from Sonata Pathetique, Beethoven; Winter 
Lullaby, De Koven; The Chase, Rheinberger; Duet, 
“When the Wind Blows in From the Sea,” Smart; 
Norwegian Bridal Procession, Grieg; Oh, that we two 
were Maying, Hullah ; Barcarolle, “ Jane,” Tschaikow- 
sky; Angels, Serenade1, Braga, (Violin obligato); 
Kamennoi- OatTow, Rubinstein. , - 
We have a very fine lot of photos of the great pianist 
Paderewski; these photos are very handsome and large, 
IS x 71 inches. These we will dispose of at$1.25 each,- 
postpaid. There is but a limited lot to be had in this 
count?, md can u be had from us 
TESTIMONIALS. - . . 
The second volume of your “School of Four-Hand 
Playing” is at hand, and I find it, in addition to Vol. I 
of the same, an excellent one. The carefully selected 
pieces are so pleasing that they cannot but win a hearty 
reception in every musical family.' I congratulate you 
with ai. m. 1 jart. Tours, 
! J. MABG8TEIN. 
I must express my great pleasure is Mr. Mathews’ 
new piano book in ten grades. It is the best book 
that ever came into the piano teacher's hands. Mathews 
has. brought light pat of the chaos of piano instructors 
and pieces. Every grade contains the lessons apper¬ 
taining to it, besides a list of classical and popular pieces 
of the sri' i ?. grade.- Every piai . teacher must-have it, to 
succeed.'.ML MatHewsf as well’ as MrfoPreaser, the pub¬ 
lisher, have given us a boon for which we cannot be too 
thankful George Doelkek. 
“Musical Mosaics,” I am more than pleased with, 
both^as to contents and outside appearance. Your! 
effort deserves the kindest remembrance from the musical 
fraternity. J. P. Vance. 
v The “ Wriling Book for Students ” will not be ready by June 15th. 
We will take the liberty of substituting Grade 1 of Mathews* \ 
‘ Standard Course for the Han n -I 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
i.,’ es this ,“*-1 r * a * - >rd for n • rtl< i 
payable in 1 » py must b « 1 by the 2 )th tl 
previous m< nth o'".-" re pi Plication in the next numbei 
mHE EXPRES8 DUPLICATOR. The simplest, 
JL most efficient, and quickest multiple copying ap¬ 
paratus. It is wise to write to the manufacturers for 
free specimen and particulars. State at same time what 
kind of work you have frequently to duplicate or re¬ 
write. C. Bensinger & Co., 
612 Dey Street, cor. Broadway, New York, 
are sole manufacturers, and sell every kind of dupli- 
cating device. 
~VYTE would call attention td the advertisement of Dr. 
V Y ’ H. A. Clarke, Professor of Music in the University 
of Pennsylvania, addressed to all those desirous of study¬ 
ing composition in all its branches. We have reason to 
know that great success.. has attended his method of 
instruction by correspondence. 
\hj ANTED, American or English Gentleman Vocal 
V ' T< • her,well up it ( ratorio, for large Unh srsity. 
Salary, $800 to $1000, with promise of increase, and 
Church work. Miriam Cotriere, 
Book Building,p.50 Fifth Ave., cor. 20th St., N. Y. City. 
TttTANTED.—A superior Vocalist (lady preferred), 
YY playing a good accompaniment and haying a pro¬ 
gressive method of developing the voice simultaneously 
• • i sight re id ng df y th L -i at Jolleg ‘ >■ ti 
more, Md. , 
TTIRGIL’S TECHNIPHONE, differing unessentially 
V from the Practice Clavier, is the Clavier’s original 
form.' A perfectly new Tech hi ph on a for .sale. Price 
$20. ' Send for circular. - 6. Schaum, 
126 Worth Street, New York. 
TT10R SALE.—A flourishing Conservatory of Music in 
J1 a growing Western town. Only responsible pRrties 
will receive notice.... _-r .I.M5_W,”_Etudn^- 
A PUPIL OF PROF. J. S. VAN CLEVI 
ll a position in a school as Teacher of J 
Theory. Address A. L. Q., Wesleyan Collegt 
nati, Ohio. 
'OIAMO FOR SALE.—A first-class square piano, new, 
JL will h sold at a great • - ifiee .ddress 
Etude Office. 
8OR SALE.—New high-top Orgt , cost$10 
824 South Tenth Street, Phil delphm, P 
Slip 
SSIBiii 
. : . 
I jck Wmm 'Mm ■^’^5 
;AL COTOSES,-of six.iW©eks :for: Music Teachers in Mason’s Hew School of Touch1 and Technic, on Yirgil’s Practice 
Clavier ■sad. Foimd&fcional Teaching, and ©n £h© Brotherhoodi Technieon 5 in Expression and Artistic Plan© 
Playing | in the If © w -: and. Approved: Method b in Music Teaching; in Yocal .Culture and 
Methods, and'in Methods of Teaching Yocal Music in the Public Schools. 
■■■• 'r ’ , ‘ . -I ! ^ 
WESTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE, CONSERVATORY, AND ART HALL, 
Artlst5 Faculty, and Pupils® Concerts and Recitals. ' 
Instruction in-CHOEWS AWB; CM©IR COJfSOTCTIMS-, Courses for Teachers bn; the PIPE MSM BEEB ©MAIL 
Courses on the' VIOLENT,, VXOLOBTCELL©, COBWET, FLUTE, OTITAR, MAWDOLIM, and all Orchestral Instrument 
-—i-KS/asocsz ;sl® peso®!©.-: *&- 
GOOi HOARD from $2.50 a week to $5.00. - SUPERIOR A-' iOS rented at Lew Rates for Praetici 
ME, LAmm WILL PERSONALLY Teach the Special Pupils, and will be ASSISTED 1¥ A SUPEBM 
FACULTY ©A TEACHERS in the various divisions of the work. ’ . , _ 
Valuable Advantages are @ff«ed -ta Students in Aft and SI©gati#i2.o 
formal Course in MNBmOARTEN METHODS, Special 
Courses in' 
GRAIpHRAPIDS IS'A COOL AMD BEAUTIFUL CITY AID A POPULAR SUMMER RESORT, 
Personal Letters for Particular Information can be addressed to CHARLES W. L 
■ 1 ; ’ care of Western MeMgan College Conservatory. 
3s©fi®iaF^ ^^0 C"Kk 
-— - .■■■'■■ ■. . $0oc ^3KM^;v-p»^s3Pteap>. 
From the earliest times to the present. Includ- A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
ing accoonte of the culture instrumento of aU S«lr been wM ,-uta .£ 
nations; the styles and nature of the music they required by musical students and teachers. It should 
made, and sketches of the principa] composers of be m ^ possession of every, person who studies music, 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and ipe&kois ss casKnr©,, 
^debte eceoaat rf. *e pr^eee of devdopmeaj ™T5SiISfSSSU, ft. 
through which the Art of MUSIC has reached  -——-——;-^—=—- 
Its pieseat highly orga:mmA and expressive eon- ^ 
"itotoeted with figures of the Instrument., Til6 Aft OfFlBOforfe Pk|!Bff 
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections. -. ...... v JUL 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doo. 
1 Volume. 18mo. Pages SS& PHce 08.00. Meuuti- . SO PnHfcnisdd 
fuUw primtei o» fine htrnw.sm**, •"* Immimmeiw . , -™00 fOMPya. 
bound with gut top «»<s unmet edges. The design of the work is to furnish a thoroughly 
Within this brief compass, the author has artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
_ . . , , ^ , * . ■ esults of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
managed to include the essential iacfs and tne constructed with great care, and ore graded in such a 
more significant illustrations of the large histories, way that the difficulties that beset .beginners are almost 
' * ", ? ■ • i , .. ,, m, _ , - u insensibly ©v r< ime. Not a page hash e ad litted for 
together with much original matter. T W ^ purpose of making a book; no other.work has been 
was originally undertaken as a text-book for the borrowed from; bnt every piece in the work is the 
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an ** 1*30*”“““ °f “ 
intermediate position between the very long his-; Address Publisher, 
tories in four and five volumes, and the-mere THEODORE PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA, 
skeletons of the smaller histories then before the neat and substantial 
public. The work grew in writing, and iHustra- l} ^OMO^ 
tions were freely added, so that the result is what OUR OWN MAKE, 
is confidently offered as the best popular history ^ ?g ^ ^ ^ ^ • 
of mUSIC yet written. ibis folio is without opting back or ornamental work. It is a simple 
Addhreao THEODORE PRESSER, foU° in cloth. with'thzw otringo to Ue the open ends. 
Address TOE©. PRESSES, PMIa.p P@. 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA. -------- 
Psis©. Wiofcel-plBfcefi 60 Cents, Met, Postpaid. 
CH vis g fell oc t icfc 1 etroaomici 1 ail t ftm the 
ESaelcol Standard, together vyifch the 
- Sra© Tempos of all the Danoea. 
These instruments, have been especially manufactured 
for 1 he Etui b id will I- - s<n a a pi smli ;>< to &bj an - 
sendini two ubscribers. Address ' 
THEODORE PREBSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILABELP3BHA, PA. 
Introimclica to Stodliea m.Tbxmmg, 
■ 8* Bo E&3ATH1W8. 
PRICE - . - _ - - $1,50. 
n a author has brought together a valuable collection 
of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability of children’s fingers and within the range of the 
children’s minds. They are taken from the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil¬ 
dren the world can show. 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression; 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of "Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical text-hooks now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelled. 
PALMER’S 
PIANO PRIMER, 
The only Complete Bnoyolopsa'dia of Music ia 
the English Language. 
Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tope. Put up In boxes and 
sold only in complete sets. This new edition includes the lndw;:. 
Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,) $fi.OO. 
Price for Index, - » , - » $2.80. 
Address ■ ■■■'■•<■ „ 
THEO. 'PRESSER, 
. . 1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
MATHEWS 
W. S. B. Msthews, with the help of other noted mu¬ 
sicians and teachers, has taken the whole field of 6tudes, 
and from them selected each as are most useful for 
meeting every necessity in a teacher’ b experience. 
Teachers will he delighted with the sterling musical and 
useful technical qualities of these 6tudes. 
There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, each 
containing abont thirty pages, and the studies in each 
volume progressively arranged. The selections are 
given in the treatise are exemplified in a senes of the carefully fingered, phrased, edited, and annotated; Every 
'as?® <■«* **«« * »***- 
mann, Chopin* and Rubinstein. simple form. 
STUDIES IN PHRASING 
comprehensive outline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially derigned for the use of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. 
Address Publisher,. ^ u 
Theodore PebIsee, 
. ” 1704 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia* Pa. 
d ■ - * ; H 
|NST®UMENTS rented at a dis¬ 
tance from New York, with the 
privilege of purchase. Sent ap¬ 
plied if instrument is purchased. 
Sand for Rental-Purchase Plan. 
fJiHE CLAVDSB Is used and in¬ 
dorsed by the great artists and 
teachers. 
! •. . »r. Y. Practice ©IsYierjoii.soMttdlj. placed disposal dining, mj stay in Sew York, and its use Has 
i sne of its superior qualities as an iastnuaent for the technical part of 'piano-practice.I shall h© glad to,, take one of yonr instruments 
to Ernropa, and will Mbs a® opportunity to recommend your inetfament to artiste and intelligent students of the piano. ■ • 
eonvxnc®' 
with me 
'Clavier Co,s 
'©sib Fifteenth Street5 
' NEW YORK 
"BEAUTIFUL' AND - giSTBUCTBWE. 
islt an® BhUmpsi 
AMUSING AM) INSTRUCTIVE 
LIFE SIZE, 22. sc 28 IWCJHES, 
PVie© $1.00. (Postage end Tube, I© cts. Eiritra. 
f $S.©C , wf ;li Frai 18, # rti |o@ k 
■ ' Packed to ga by Express at purchaser’s charge. 
The following are'now ready:— 
BEETEOVM, MEIDELSS0H1, MOZART, 
WAGHEB, HAHDEL, CHOPIN, . 
HSZT, 1 
©TUBBS TO fOLLOW. 
Theialegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $460 each,’:withont frame. Suitable for the most, 
elegant Studio, Music Boom or Parlor. 
Address ' THE©,. PRESSED, PHILADELPHIA. 
, , , ^»v. , , ' ', .L ih M 1 A l If , t H 0 2' 0 " 
A GAME FOR EVERY MUSIC gTUDEST. - ■ _ 
-.- PRICE $1.75. 
MICE ®B ©m, PffiSFfmiffl. - - ---- 
- 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by Genius, Success in Professional Life, •'Schopenhauer’s 
any number of players..-. The.object of the game is to Musical Philosophy,. Music of Nature, and 
impress on the mind of the players the important events Heart, Sanctity' of Music, Church Music, .Hints 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. to Pupils, Philosophy of. the Beautiful, 
, Address Publisher, ' Hea fo Music» Valne of Mnaical 
tion, Expression, Maxims. 
The work ia alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To 
both It re.v iabl( ad y a I. icon: gemei * ontauu m 
'MB pages ana1 is printed in' moat excellent style. 
ffogVjjumbert of JheEti 
Unbound Volumes for 1886, - $1.50, B 
41 44 44 '1887, - 1.50,. 
- 14 44 . 48 ,1888, - - 1.50, 
.: V ' 14 1889,' » 1.60, : 
Sound " 41 1886, 1 2.50, 
ranged especially for the Reed Organ. In size 
and; style- similar to the Rstete Editions. These 
volumes are a desirable supplement to shy reed 
These' volumes contain froia 18 to 20 dollar) worth of: 
each year. The. various articles give a great amount of infi 
of peraanent value. ‘It.'!»;» peculiar!lyof The -Mudv' 
nf ntihntnntlcil lei of in or rrnrfr.h _ , Addrfl^ lliA P 
: -V V - . i 
.Mo&ajos. 
nating. 
a presentation volume it cannot ba excelled. 
ifijiTir 
school of music, Tfee Hom^. fSclaool' c 
new V q;rk city 
MISS MARY H. BURNHAM, 
- ^7; j;.7 oe mm yHipissxveREp^fr^jwD^ ;- 
Instruction given in alibepartmehta of Muble. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and' Orchestral Concerts 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Bar-amble and 
'OratorloWork;a- a 
FIVE 00UR8E8 0F8TUDY. 
Re .3, B 
J ■ Olrr sly t 
Concert Pianist and.Lecturer. 
£set®g leeltals at Colleges aafi 0§as@mtones a Ipeelaltj. 
Address, 17® Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Ms. I - j »k . knanaj Wester a dSon oar, from Sept 
10&I tfe boM ys Spec a! I*-’ ng topi rtl on hSu Ira 
route desiring recitals at, that iiom. 
RflA&Y 
(PUPIL OF WTTjLTAK haeoh) 
Instructs Teachers and Students In the- 
“MASOIMITHOD 07 TOTTCH AID TEQH1TIO.” 
Will I iakf -j ag«H ta fo < ncei sor I no I tar h 
• istrstiY E tale daptc to genera diene Musical A< 
ciations and Classes of Students. * 
Address, Care of The Etude. 
MISS WAEI S. MWSMM1M, ■ 
STEHJYTAY HALL, Hew York City. 
After June 1st, Brattleboro, Vermont. 
MMHM A. ClAfffiE, Ktas. ioffi 
In.Harmony, Counterpoint, 
and Composition. 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 635 students last year. Total expense for one CQHSEEtATOlEY OIF MUSIC 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.- - 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
YECa@S2 ABO DMSTEUCY®^. 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singings according to Italian 
1 1 el i ods 
Terms begin Sept. 15, Jan. 5, and April 6. 
If yon are intending to study Music in any of its 
•i ach s, ;ep< fo cat logne c _ .. < 
F. B. BIOS, Director, 
v ... - ; OBBKI.IW. OHIO. 
Enms'noAHj nBjgnrinriinriB aj» 
lM-Au\l/£i « ccdDEnssnsvAircDnsTf musne, 
WARREN, OHIO, gives instruction in all departments 
of Mnsic, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency; 
Established twenty-two'years. - Catalogues free. 
©©HE©® PAHA, Secretory. 
All Branches Musical Art. Elocution, Modern Languages. 22 In¬ 
structors. Best in Northwest. Only Complete Music 
School North of Chicago. Send for Cai alogue. 
i'~ CLAItA.N'CE JL. 3KA.RSS1A.EiEj, Hirector. Mr. Brooks Is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovannl, Milan, Italy, 
JAL'MEB© M. 
LEIP8IO AND WEIMAR, 1859-62, 
PBAMBSY,TEACHER, AM® WHITER. 
— ■ - 
$60.00 for twenty one-hour lessons .: $80.00 for twenty half-hour lessons. 
Annaass: 
37 Fort Avenue, or Chlckerlng’s, 162 Tremont Si., BOSTON. 
Bit Li tol Bf J, liat,18©S; 
Teaches Harmony, Counterpoint, Etc., 
E'vf CORRESPONDENCE. 
Pupils prepared for Musical Examinations. . ■ Terms, Moderate. 
Address. HAZLETON, PA. 
Dana’s Practical Harmony.. 
Dana’s Practical Thorough Bass, 
The Abt op Fingering.... 
National School boss Cornet... 
PROGRESSIVE .’STtnpip FOB VIOLIN... 
Address the Publishers, PART II.—The Scales Rhythmically Treated. 
PART BIS.—Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated. 
PART IV. — School of Octave and IBravora 
Playing—in preparation. 
'JIAlA’g 12 ©SICAS. JjafSTSTiri* 
TEAGKEB OF lPIA.NOlFOIt.XJ? 
M.Ag#W’S «f©W AWJtt TffiCBfM®.” 
j 7: ^nd. Saturday. 
Monday, Tuesday, 
' Thursday and Friday. 
,/ , SUMMER SESSION. 
Root's Training School . 
for Teachers of Singing. 
CEO. F.EOOT, President.- FBEDEBIC W. BOOT, DireotorT 
Teachers prepared in the following departments: 
Hr»t«tS©ts» 'E’ftieoiy* Music Reading*- '■ . 
Sella®©! JEavasie, dtomircBB Mtasi©, 
; IPYivat® And Class W®le© Training^ 
. S#|© Sti»gta»gy WlMs/rmammy tmH ©©sapwatt?#®, 
as se fo th ih> N >» > -J usl 1 Haodbool 1 - cl era £ ub 
Boot’s New Cpurse In Voice Culture and Hinging, etc. 
1 in set ion at the Silver £ ice A embly V oml gCo. U. 's 
e the summer, nd tt S43 V bash Avenue, Chicagc during th 
school year. — - 
For circular giving full particulars of the Silver Bake School 
> Music t*ngu«4 t * • , • Iso Public School Teachers 
Betreat, address SEV, WARD PLATT, Hornellsvllle, K, If. 
141 Montague St 
An original system for the development of a complete 
technic, from the beginner to the finished artist. Its 
distinguishing characteristics are: An active use of the 
pupil’s mind in technical work, with the resultant rapid 
and thorongh development; the application of accents, 
thus developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch: 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic 
quantity, and an effective system of velocity practice that 
seenres the necessary facility and speed of execution. 
All of which is applied to the artistic and expressive 
rendition of musical compositions. 
Liberal deduction to the profession. 
Send for circular giving full infornaatio 
Address 
THEODORE PBBiiE 
1704 oHEsrarra sspkeet, fhilabe 
, 5 fcjiif ma'iin in,,,*, ,f ’ 
MUSICAL .GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO 
lAiseTuZ &$bi'Oc< 
Bmond - JEMMwii 
FOR RAPIDLY OAlNIlrTHE NECESSARY TECHNICAL ABILITY FOR 
STUDENT’S TECHWICOW, 
by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, at Chautauqua, N, Y. 
^jjpoBrSensitive Piano Touch, and Wavs and Means to its . Acquire1 
" ment,” sent free, on application to 
' ' «J. HOWARD ' FOOTE, A 
Bole Agent for the Brotherhood Technicon, 
307 and 309 Wabash Ave., 33 Maiden Lane 
** C5'SHC?A.€3-0«. MEW YORK. 
TME TEACHER’S TECHNIC 
| •' V\ 1 4 • S . 
sassi 
Our Concert-Grand Organs 
stracted as to insure the Most Beau- 
operated by the knees. This does 
which often, through damp weather, 
ance. The appearance of the Organ 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
possible, forming a qualifying box, 
ity is obtained, differing from all 
gradations of tone become possible, 
design, and voiced so that the most 
can be executed without difficulty, 
have no stops, bnt are so con- 
iiful Effects by the use of two levers 
away with a complicated stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy- 
is that of a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
& remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
Reed Organs, and the most exquisite 
The Reeds are the best patented 
brilliant Allegretto or Staccato music 
the same as on a Piano. 
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges in 1891. 
COftflESP0ilDe!§©E 'SOLICITED 
SS®—JiijUMSiBCIS ■ 
320 and 822 S. Tenth. Si, and 030 and 941 
embody the results 
of 41 years’ close 
attention to organ 
building, and over 
87,000 are now in 
use and giving per¬ 
fect satisfaction. 
Send for our illustrated catalogue and book of testimonials, tree to any address, 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represent our organs. 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
323.T© $33"S0> €AHAt STREET 
Every Plaao Fully W’airaatel ftr'6 Years. 
WES. ECMAEBE & ©®.„ 
88 amd 114 E. llaitlifflier® 
148 Fifth Aw®., ae&r 20fh Sfc* . HEW TQBS. 
811 PommraylwaBi&a Awg., WMHIIJOTOH, H>. (□. 
Ifnnin Ipnonhorip Wontofl American Teachers'Bureau, St. Louis. 
Mllulb ludbliulu WdUlulli Sixteenth Year. Publishers of the 
American College and Public School Directory. 
Send eos Circular. 
IraniSiiiiiil TheSlilgiSlits . .. 
—■ -.. I By W. M. Treloab, 
MAHUFAOXUaBD IB' ATM. STtVSi OB* ' - 
CHASE BROS. PIANO CO 
Factories:, grand Rapids mi Bustafssn, Michigan. * 
Send for Uluatmtod Catalogue. 
'GOJTfcERT, 
CHAMBER, 
•C of: 11. a 1, 2 r. 5 t ■ si pie co'11 t, 
FACTORY, 1827-1628 S. 1. FIFTH STEEET, Site®! Pads®! lia J Eifflpelseir 
FOE OPI, *. N13 TB. 
A complete durabl apd es • ding * practical hand • inaslum 
for preparing th« '-.i- for key-boam work Weighs uy 2 ounces 
Bend for cl eular. 
©. HHBS0I7 MB WELL, IS Soori St., UTICA, ELY. 
This great piece is played with 
belli; and whips, (chorus id lib.) 
Creates unbounded enthusK 
asm wherever played Just wbat Sou want. 60,000 already sold. 
end 76c arttsolo.orf for the 
paper and we will send a pair of 
Swiss hells need ha 
tfr&g® |b6<b6© 44?®q ^ 
SmST 3 55555 tfifi1 
1 HEKiS 
RIB mm ■h 
Missis 
1W in T* 11 
a,©©© solo 
. BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and 47 
NEW AND ELEGANT BUILDINGS.. EXCELLENT BOARD, Revised by Albert Rosg Parsons, Calvin B. Cady, WAGMEBj HANDEL, C 
Arthur Foote, Edward Baxter FerFy2 joluis S» Yam ,55 5:.5/ TTQ7rP 
Clevis, Wilson'©. Smith, and Cfearte W^liaateL- luio^ila 
These Atudes are carefully fingered and phrased, OTHERS TO ^OLLO 
metronome marks given, use of peda? made clear and .. elegantportraits haveAiven the 
concise, and each one is described, named, and anno-: #fts $4.60 each, without We. Sni 
tated, the remarks containing valuable hints and sugges- elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor, 
tionsas to touch, stylei and methods of study. This is 
the fim-Bt edition of theae valuable dtudea ever pubiiahed. Ad^;;THEO.yRESSER, PHI 
Address Publisher, . -so, t wt i , „ m< 
THEODORE PRESSER, ^a^^Umbggg Of 
1704 Chestnut Street, - Pliikdelphia, Pa. Unbound Yolmnes foi 1886.. - 
■ ~ - ~ ~—  H U » 1007 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. u n “ 1888= 
Landois’s Reed Organ Method. Bo™a. « S; 
Price $1.50. By CHAS. W. LANDON, Foreign Fingering. .. • 1887, 
Send for Catalogue to 
HAMLIN E. COGSWELL, Director. 
This Method iB something entirely new; Every piece u u u iggQ gf> u 
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are u it <i _ 2 50 “ 
selected from the beBt composers. Each piece is copi- ’ * K 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given These volumes contain from is to 20 dollars worth of music k 
. A i . - . . . each year. The various articles give a great amount of informatier 
the pupil as to the best way of practicing and. learning it. permanent value. It Is a peculiarity of The ''Etude that in 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every, difficulty is first articles are of substantial aijd lasting worth. Address the Publisher 
prepare! in an easy and attractive form. te Reed TSJS’ffBffCftCS’ ISBSE'CJCjtB 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 1 nILtjyUtf h lrfffc5S©lE,tf, 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 1704 Ghestnilt Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
’when --ores of every} oint art eh arly given, [any spent , ^ 
and beautifnl Reed Organ Effects are fnlly illustrated. 
Se a Sample i -,py, 
TIKIE®. PiESSEi, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa, 
« are used in its prepar¬ 
ation. It has more 
‘Qian three times the 
strength of Cocoa 
mixed with Starch, 
Arrowroot or Sugar, and is therefore far 
more economical, costing less than one cent a 
cup* ... It jb. delicious, nourishing, strengthen-^ 
n{ e su.r dii tei and ad lirably adapt d 
for invalids as well as for persons in health. 
Sold by Grocers everywhere. 
W. BAKER & COTdORCH! % MASS. 
A GAME FOE EYEEY MUSIC STUDEHT, 
(PCmOISIE ©TTS.p tPOGTriPAOOr 
The game, which, consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
In the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher, 
A ME0HA1ICAL APPLIANCE 
FOR THE 
Development of Plano Technic 
' ' A MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
• • ■.:" '■' : ■■ •,.:' -5:-'rFOR -5y5- yvM:  '5VM‘ 5-5 Vh.■■■■ ' =■
OBGAMSTS AID 0BGA3J STUDE1TS 
YOI,; 55. 
TTY HIS work is published by subscription. Each vol- 
dljb nme is complete in 12 Parts. All the leading 
, Professional and Amateur Organists throughout 
the country endorse it. 
T > success of first - . e has been unprecedented in the 
* muds of Orgi a Mm • in thtac on y. 
The music is selected torm the most practical and latest eompo- ' ■ Mona »f the >ei t 6 French Am rloi ind Eriglia i write rs, 
etc., etc. 
. We,would like to impress upon yon the fact that—- 
‘1st.—The music is edited in the most careful manner. Special 
attention given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marldng, JSagtitration, etc. 
2d.—The Music .is printed from Migraved JPlatet (not type). 
8d.—No other work gives so much mnsio for so little money. 
4th.—None efthepieces aretoo difikiMforlheArmteu/r or the iSudml, 
and tho Prpfessionol Qrg&iiit wilt find a large number qf camposilimit 
which am only to be found aSpremnt in espem we sdiiiem. 
And in addition there are eight pages of reading matter, consist¬ 
ing of articles on Organ Playing. BegJstration, Ohoir Training, Har- 
mony, etc.; also descriptions of new Organa, Biog-raphies of noted 
OrgMustaandOrganComposera. . _^hh.-hh.Lj:'£hh. 
Every oplc will be difii eiied hat will stimulate and aid in the 
deirelopmoc t of the Art of Organ Playing. 
': The -flrganiaifl* Jonrnal contains Twenty Pages rsr Each Faet. 
Liberal deduction to the profession. 
Send for circular giving full information. 
Address ■ „ to- .: ’ j;'_r ht- fh/e-h-f-' ; h'p] - ;-Yy;.'5/'.;.', 5.:Vv. p'.,: 'p[- 'p ; h'.p'p 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, 
PIAMQFOKTM 
A Mew and Original Publication. 
EIGHT FUGUES, 
By J OHAITN-SEB ASTI AN BAOH, 
Wltto Aa»ljr4.Jcal Uxpositieaia in C©I.®MS arsrJ Ap¬ 
pended 35>; nioas Schemes ■ 
^-By BERNABDUB BOEKELM-AN., | 
highly, approved edition and endorsed by the following promi¬ 
nent artists-.— ,'v. j 
Q. W. Chadwlckj E. A. McDowell, A. M, Dayarzsoy, Arthur Foote. 
Niels W. Bade,-Fr, Qernshelm, Alex. Guiimanti Angugt Horn, Walter 
HcFarren, A. C. Mackenzie, WiUDuh Ma»on,.H.'W. Nicholl. Carl 
Beinecke, Dr. Hugo Biemann, Moritz Rosenthal, Samuel P. Warren, 
Arthur Friedhelm, Fanny Dloouifleld-Zelsler.etc.-','!:. ] 
Copies for sale by 
There are few really good collections of easy in- 
structive iriusic. > This album will be welcome as 
es f\ Downs. PUBLISHER. 
2 4 3 Q R OA D WA Y. N EW TO R K ■
ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT, 
154 TREKOHT ST., BOSTON, IBftSS 
U816 lew# 
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Theory, Analysis; 
Review, and Praotioe of Husie. 
Maaagin Editor Critically Re vised: by Calvin B. Cady, 
Asseeiate USaitop, With Portrait and: Biographical Sketch by 
Theodore Presser 
FBEDEBIOK &BANT QBIASON, 
CALVIN B. CAD?, - L Henry Litolff, Brunswick, Germany; The Edwin Ash 
down Collection; Edition Chanot (Violin JMlustc), 
and the Vienna Conservatory Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
Subscription Price $1.00 PerY 
This edition is beautifully printed on good 
paper. It is annotated, and newly phrased ind 
fingered. The critical notes will be found s- 
pecially practical and valuable. There are 
Editorial Articles of an Educational Char- nineteen of the songs, printed on 56 pages. 
acter. . The selections were by the advice and co-opera- 
Analyses of Instrumental and Vocal tion of many leading musicians of this country. 
Works of the Best Class. Address the Publisher, 
The reviewing of muBic is done by a large staff of prominent 
musicians,and the works that are listed are admitted solely on their nnO|7flT\|TC| W P1R 
merit. Ehis ma it eaj h teachers aoii jadei * " ' ’'■* 
r “Jp, 1 pp 1 ■" * ” ■ “ " -■ ■ 0 1 itn Str et, hila lelphla, Pa. 
* It gives.to those who have not e ... tc he large toekf of lusic - - - - ——~ — - • - - 
in cities an equal advantage with those who have, because it gives fiTTI-~n-:— ---1 
the list of works that the teachers in large cities select and use for 1 _ 
!o themselves. .' 
The “Review of Music” is one of the most important depart- ' j 
ments of The Music Review, and is entered into very extensively. ^ 
r The analyses of works are conducted with a view of clearly dem- ■ 
Price 90 onstrating their rythmic, melodic, and harmonic structure, thereby nSuSSSIHIHIIIil L jXfx^TW 
affording a most important aid in acquiring a lucid perception and i nampc- rrmrw' i=mipVUK=t*il3=) ~ 
i tore sat 3ft torj andint Ilig !>i nusical isis forth r pi perin- j 
A-List ©f itiilari Elaeatliial llirtse. 
UT8FUL AND INSTRUCTIVE 
Special Studies in Presto Scales for Pianoforte. By 
Stephen A. Emery. Op.'20, Price $1.25. 
Method of Pianoforte Techmltpe. By Charles Butt1 
schardt, with additions by Arthur Foote. Price 
$1.00, net. 
The Art: of Phrasing. 30 Vocalises by C. Gloggner- 
OasteiiL Edited ’by G. Federlein. Book I, price 
$1.50, soprano or tenor, contralto, baritone or 
bass. Book II, price $2.50, soprano or tenor, 
contralto. 
Progressive Vocal Studies ;for Medium Voice. By 
41 j id Artbi - ri ;e 75 ce - , net 
Vocal Method. By Charles E. Tinney. Price $1.00, 
Vocal and Instrumental Music in all its branches. 
Dramatic, Delsarte, Stage Dancing, Fingering, etc. 
Also, Art Department, Oil, Crayon, Pen Drawing, 
Summer Term, July 1st to Aug. 13th. 
Fall Term, September 12th. 
Vocal Department, L. 0. &OOTSSHALI, Director. 
Piano Department, AUS-UST SYLLISTSB, Director. 
' Catalogue Mailed on Application. 
Director, L G. GOTTSGHALK. 
CONTENTS. 
Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s 
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and 
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints 
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful, 
Plea for Music, Value of Musical 
Education, Memory, Woman in 
Music, Harmony, . Imagina- 
- tion, Expression, Maxims. 
The work is alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil.- To 
both it offers valuable: advice and encouragement. It contains over 
200 pages and is printed in most excellent style. 
iftnde Album for the Organ. A collection of Etudes 
for the Organ. Selected and arranged in progres¬ 
sive order with Registration, Pedaling, and Fin¬ 
gering carefully indicated. By Everett E. Truette. 
Price $1 60, net. 
istnde Album for Violin. A collection of Erodes for 
the Violin. Selected and arranged in progressive 
order by Charles N, Allen. . Price $1.25, net©*' 
Motionary of Musical Terms and Elements *f Stasis* 
By Edwin M. Lott anti O. B. Brown. Price 60 
cents, net. 
Primer of Musical Forms. By W. S. B. Mathews. 
A Systematic View of the Typical Forms of Mod¬ 
ern Music. Price SO cents, net. 
SI O m T M W IS S ¥ E It &3 
<CON©3EIE&V.<ATr©IEgr2’ OUT MLVJSSC?, 
: MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
Ill Bra 1*. B uric I A ' 1 cutlou Mo v. ,p 52 In- 
*, net rs *■''«' in £ srtfai est. < nly <’-j■’*>,t M ic 
School Nort oi hicago. Send foi i lal gi 
CLA.1 >' 0J$ • MA S JAhh, Hireetor 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC. 
[July 5th—August 19th, 1802.] 
Dr. H. ft. PALMER, of New York, ■ * Principal, 
The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rank of 
170 AUTHORS; 
•——IN- 
000 QUOTATION 
Wm, M, Sherwood, Piano. 
Mm nh&rd E4 ttenxarin, I loli % 
J Marry Wheeler, Yoioe. 
I, V, Wlagler, Organ 
Classes in Harmony, ©tc. Large Orchestra. Chorus of 400. -Fre¬ 
quent Musicaies, Copcerta.and Dramatic Recitals. Com¬ 
plete System of Summer Study in. Fifty ; L 
Subjects. Write for Catalogue. 
W. A. DUNCAN, Sec’y, - Syracuse, N. Y. 
Complete Catalogues and SchmidPs Piano 
Teachers9 Manual sent free 
upon application* 
Every teacher—every student—shouldown ftfiasloal 
Mosaics. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasei- 
nating. Y ■ ■'■'/CNYIOPINY. 
" As a presentation volume it cannot be. excelled. 
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 
